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Introduction

NAVIGATION is the process of directing the movement of a
craft from one place to another. The root of the word
comes from the Latin word Navis meaning ship. Because
of this, many have suggested that the term for flying should.
be "avigation" (avis is bird); however, modern air naviga-
tion has little to do with the instinct of a bird, and tl?e
same princif,les of navigation apply to both ships and air-
craft. Thus, Air Navigation has become the accepted terin.`,

Air navigation can. be defined as "the process of deter-
mining the geographical position and of maintaining the
desired direction of an aircraft- relative to the surfate of
the earth." ,Any , movement in this universe ultimately in-
volves an intention to proceed to a definite point. Whither
you are walking, riding in your car, gaveling on shipboard,
or flying in an aircraft, navigation is the business of /jai-
ceeding in. such a manner as to _arrive at that _point._ To_do_
this safely is an art. Nay.igation is considered both- an art
and a science. It is a. scientific art that is at once interesting,
fun, exciting, and taking. There is no more satisfying.feel-
ing than..flying cross country to arrive over your destination

., precisely' on time and on course. ?there' is nothing more
frightening 'than to be low oit fuel at 8,000 feet andnot

. 0;,
know wherer are- ,.

This should be a challenging and fun part of your Airo-*
space Education course. This text is not designed to make
you a professipnal Air Force navigator. It is designed ^to
give you the rudiments of light aircraft naliigation and
familiarization with the aids to besic
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j n's),ssumn that next Fri ay is the last day of the school year.
J_JBare you start your sum er job on Monday, you and several
of your friends decide. to sped the weekend at the beach.

In our hypothetical situatio you are located in Montgomery,
Alabatha, and you are going t the beautiful white sands of Fort
Waltotc-BacliTf101idif.-Beford proceeding any further, you and

and obtain a'map, one oe the eV., fiee items left on the market:*
your traveling companions dec de to go to the local gas station

The first thing that you 0 is to find Montgomery on your map

look at the locationti 'of Mont-
(Fig 1). 'Lott now have rtiall solved the first element of the
navigation problem-positi . As Mont -
gomery,.you see *a blob f mac% and highways. it is difficult to
choose your particnlar 43osition on this, map, and you ,obtaiti
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FROM HERE TO Tan
.

a larger scale city map that gives you more detail (Fig 2). On .
this map, you locate an exact position where you can begin your
navigation to the beaches. This position is the intersection of Nor-
man Bridge ,Road and South Boulevard. YOu now, have solved
the first problem in navigationstarting from a known position.

From the known position, you must decide in which direcgon
you will travel. In traveling, by automobile, you are restricted to
the highways, a limitation , not found in flying. You decide that
your general. direction will be south. If you were flying, you ,would
figure your heading and fly it. In an automobile, you must
select a highway pointing in that general direction. You have now,
solved the second part of the navigation problem direction.

School is out at 3:00 pm. Since you have not made the. trip
before, you, must decide whether to leave on Friday or Saturday.

CO 1972, GENERAL DRAFTING CO., INC.

EOLocetel'EXXON Stations seryin? Interstate
and other Superhighways,

'1 figure 2. Detailed road map section showiAg Montgomery, Alabama.



AIR NAVIGATION
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On the map, Route 431 and Route 85 appear to run in the right
direction .and will take the least ti Fe.. To verify this, you must
check the distance. This is the third element of the navigation
problem. Distance is also needed to solve time, the fourth ele-
ment. To find the distance, you ,could add up all the little mile-
ages between towns, a tedious chore at best. On the other hand,
you could go to the map scale and find how many miles are
depicted by an inch on the map (Fig 3) In our example, you
find that ,one inch equals approximately 20 miles. On the map,
almost seven inches represent the distance from Montgomery to,
Fort Walton Beach. Therefore, it is approximately 140 miles. At an
average speed Of 50 miles per hour (mph), you will take 2 hours
and 50 minutes driving time. With stops for gas and eating, you
decide that, by leaving after school, you have plenty of time to
reach the beach Friday night and find a place to stay, rest after
the trip, and, probably. most important, find the girls.

You have just completed a pre -trip planning problem. In fly-
ing, this is called preflight planning. Time taken in .pre-planning
Cm save you many headaches on your trip, and, when you are
flying, careful, preflight planning can save your life.

Let us review what you have done. After deciding on where
you wanted to go, you solved the foyer problems of navigation:

a. Position--t-hr our case, a known point in Montgotry
South Boulevard and Norman Bridge Road.

. .
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FROM HERE TO THERE

b. DirectionTh beaches lie south of Montgomery; therefore,
you picked a highway heading south.

c. DistanceUsing the map you found the distance to be
approximately 140 miles. -

d. Time-7-On The basis of safe 'average speed, You.,figured that
it woul take about 2 'liours and 50 nlindtes driving time.

gThe 'actual defInitions of these elements are:
a. Positidn is some ,lace that can be identified.
f). Direction is the position of on point in space relative to

another without reference to the distance between them.
.7* c. Distance is A the space between two points and is measured

by the length bf a line joining them.. .

di Time is either th'e hour of the day or an elapsed interval.
. .

. MAP ELEMENTS

Thus far, you have used the road map to find, such 4eitts as
position, distance scale, and. road direction. Actually, this map
can give a lot more information designed to help ease your trip.
By reading the map, you can greatly reduce your chances of get-
ting lost or having trouble.

Every map has a legend which is a ice to explain the meaning
of the symbols on the,.map. Our leg nd (Fig 3) included the

A
miles scale that ou used to' meqsbre the distance.
. Let's take a closer look at the legend. You can tell whether
the highways that you have selected are paved. you can see if
the highway is finished or being constructed or if it is , only a pro-
posed route. You selected Routes 331 qnd 85, Are these high-
ways paved? Are they divided highways? Are they intestates?

YOu can also see in the legend that the map will give the
approximate sizes of the towns and cities that you will travel
through. What is the approximate population of Opp, Alabama?
HOw about Florala?

' Additional data is shown on our map, such as the location of
airports, campgrounds, and county lines. Also shown are highway
route numbers and towns that are . county seats. After laving
Montgomery, you pass throUgh one more Alabama, county seat.
What is it?)

You used the mileage scale to find distance. Distances tween
individual points along the highways are marked off on t is map
by little stars, with the mileage noted in numbers about alfway
between the stars. On other maps, the markers might e dots

S

I2
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or checks. How far is it between Luverne, AlaBania, and Brant-
ley, Alabama? Would it be shorter to take Rotitek 141 and. 84
than Route 311 befween Brantley, Alabama, and Opp, Alabama?
How many miles shorter or longer is it?

This map shows only a few of the symbols that can be de-
picted. Relief, cultural, and hydrographic features are three
items among the many that are shown on maps. ..

Relief features, which are physical features as related to the
height ofbthe land surface, can lie *shown. These include moun-
tains, hills, plateaus, plains, valleys, etc. Relief features are shown
by various methods, such a6, shading, contour lines, spot eleva-
tions, andyariations in color. V 4i.

`,1.

A condor is a line connecting points of equal elevaqiii. Fig-
are 4 shims the relationship, between contour lines 4-tt'iraiii.

`14oticol, that, on steep slopes, the contours are .close together and,
on gentlel*es, they are farther apart.

A spot elevation is the height of a particular point of terrain
above .sea f,e vel. s is' usually denoted by a number next to a
dot and, it indica the : heiklit above. gel level.

,,Differ col used to designate areas of different eleva-
--i---,_ tic *. Thes are_ .grailient .tints. Shading. ox darkening 4 the
., 1 height:Increa:ses is,a versicm of gradient tint.

. , We hove already seen how many .man-made features are, de-. ,..,,,
picted on, maps These are, knowii. as cultural features. Pivulated

- i.

Figure 4% Contetilinei..,

6
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places, roads, railroads, installations,_ danis, and bridges are some
of the ,many kinds of 'cultural features portrayed. ..Standardized
coded symbols denoting cultural features- are usually keyed in a
map legend. However, some maps use pictorial symbols, which
are self-explanatory and require no Explanations in, the legend. .

Just north of Andalusia, Alabama, (Fig 1),_ is a cultural feature
not explained in the legend. What is it?

Hydrographic features, such as oceans, coast lines, lakes, rivers,
streams, swamps, and reefs, .arg portrayed by' either tinting or

..,

blank spaces* on the map. Some maps show vegetation, such as
park areas, orchards, hed ows, and vineyards. The maps that do
portray vegetation are tisu y more detailed than is necessary for
oq

Allnioit anything can be portrayed' on a map in one way or
..anothe: Such/ things as highway route numbers are very val-
uable for %pad map, but they are not very useful for someone

an aircraft at 000 feet. Maps have many, different pur-.
poles. It one tried to show everything qn one map that would
be useful for everyone, the map would be so cluttered that it
Would belunreadable. ; _s

JWORDS AND PHRASES TO REMEMBER,

'' preflight -
0 legend

poSition --..../-" 1. ; relief' features
direction contour
distance gradient-tints

, time` -. cultural features
hydrographic features

QUESTIONS
.-...? .

* . t rI. To' get more detail, we use a map with a larger/smaller scale?.,

,

2.. The one element 'of navigation that is needed before any others canhbe
found is

The Is The isavigati& tleinent
that deals with the relative position of two points without regard to-dis-
tance.

4. The separation between two points is the
between these points. . . .

.5. To findthe navigation element time, you need to know the
navigation element. ,



ADUNAVIGATION

6. The elapsed interval to travel between two points is called

7. On every map, the key that explains the symbol is called the

S. Using Figures 1, 2, and 3, answer the Bowing queslions:
a. Norman Bridge Road In Montgomery also known as Route

and Business Route
j,,r b. If you travel 22 miles south on R 31 from Montgomeix, you will

be located lit
c. The airfield it Andalusia, Alabama, is a military airfield. (True or

False).

9. The depiction of height of the land surface is shown by
features.

Three ways to depict land surface height area
a.
b.
C.

fl

11. A laice is an example of
fekfure on a map.

THINGS TO DO

1. Go td your local gas station and get a map of your area. Plan a trip
from your home to, some point at least 150 miles amy. Use the four
elements of navigation to plan the shortest route. Pick out all cultural,
relief, and hydrographic features 10 miles on either side of your route and
identify them.

2. Get a group of students together and plan s car naxitation rally. Choose
-.4 a route and write directions for each car to follow. Set an average speed

to be maintained (well below the speed limit); setup check points aqd
deduct points for missing the estimated Um, of arrival at each point.
Brom the map, pick out features along the route and ask thecontestants
to answer questions about them. The contestant br" team contestants
(driver and navigator) who lose the fewest points win.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READINGS
,

.-4
US Air Force AFM 51-40, Air Navigation, Vol 1, Washington, DC:

Department of the Air Force, 1968.
.

LYON, THoDURN C., Practical Air Navigation, Denver, Colorado: Jeppeson,
1972.

SANDERSON, Aviation Fundamentals, Denver, Colorado. Sanderson, 1972.
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Chapter 2

From Here to There
in the Air

.

navigating on the highways and in
the air are studied in this chapter. Upon completion of this
chapter, you shogld be 'able to: (1) explain the differences
between grov1n4 maps and air charts; (2/ Identify the SYMWS
on an air chart; (3) understand the use of different scale maps
for navigation; (4) understand 41* basics of pilotage; and (5)
understand procedures to he followed if you are lost.

SUPPOSE that, instead of driving to the Florida beaches from
Montgomery, you or one of your friends has his private pilot's

license, and you decide to fly to the Talladega International Speed-
way to see the 500-mile stock car race."Iie Maxwell AFB Aero Club
has an airplane available for the weekend, and your friend, the pilot,
is eligible to use it.

The first step is to find The proper map. The road .map that
you used to drive to Florida was designed for driving. Infor-
mation on county seats, gas stations, and points of interest is not
very valuable when you are flying at 6,000 feet. On the other
hand, some very valuable information for air navigation, such as

,location of railroads, radio aids, and tall towers are not depicted
on a road map. What you need now is a map designed specifically
for air navigation.

9



AIR NAVIGATION

If you asked someone for an air navigation map, you would
probably face a barrage of questions because there are many
different kinds of air navigation maps. Each is designed for a
particular method of navigation. Although the words "charts"
and "map". may be used interchangeably, most professional nav-
igators, whether on land or sea, refer to maps as charts. For your
trip, you need a chart that will show enough features for you to
navigate to your destination.

AIR NAVIGATION CHARTS

4 The pilot of a light aircraft navigates primarily by landmarks,
and needs a chart emphasizing the landmarks easily identifiable
from the air. The .airline pilot, on the other hand, is usually only
near enough to the ground to navigate toj landmarks on takeoff
and landing. It should be noted here that every flight entails
some landmark flying ,even if it is only to determine that the
pilot will land on the proper runway. For navigation purposes
then, the light plane and the airline pilot need different kinds
of charts.

The type of navigation chart needed depends on the mission
to be flown. Some of the most common charts in use today in-
clude sectional charts, operational navigation charts, and 'jet navi-
gation charts. These charts are designed primarily for landmark

The primary difference in these charts is ,their scale. Obviously,
charts are much smaller than the area which they represent The
xatio between any given unit of length on a chart and the true
distance that it represents on the earth is the scale of the chalet
If a chart is to show the whole world and still not be too large,
it must be drawn to a small scale. To shoi, much detail, such as
thit needed for the 'trip from ,Maxwell, AFB to Talladega, the
chart must be drawn to a large scale( Because of the larger scale,

.11 smaller area is covered by the sante size chart as one with a
smaller scale. Remember. large area, small scale, small area, large
scale.

The scale of a chart may be, given by a simple statement,
such as, "one inch equals ten mires." This means that a diitance
of 10 miles on the earth's surface is shown as one inch on the
chart.

The scale may also be given as a representative fractiort, such
as 1:500,000 or 1/500,000. This means that one of any unit
on the chart represents 50,000 of the same unit on the earth.
For example, one inch on the chart represents 500,000 inches
on the earth.

1'7
it



FROM HERE TO TIME IN TIM MR

A representative fraction can be converted into a statement of
miles to the inch. Thus, if the scale is 1:1,000,000 of 1,000,000 .

divided by (6080 x 12), one inch equals 13.7 nautgal miles. On
a chart with a scale 1:500,000, one inch on the chart represents 6.85
nautical miles. The larger the denominator of the repreientative
fraction the smaller the scale.

.

One other means of showing scale is the graphic scale, This is
a graduated line usually printed along the border of a chart. Take
a measurement on the chart and compare it with the graphic
scale of miles. The number of miles that the measurement repre-
sentson the .earth /may be. fad dulcetly from the gran
ori the chart. -

The y Jet Navigation (JN) Chart has a scale of '1:2,000,000.
The chart shows many pertinent hydrographic and .cultural fea-
tures. It is designed for planning and navigation for flights by
long-range, high-speed aircraft. The detail primarily emphasizes
features that a navigator can identify from a high altitude. A
map that shows more detail of hydrographic and cultural features
is the Operational Navigation Chart (ONC). The ONC saute of
1:1,0001,000 is larger than the J'N and, therefore, usually does
not cover as large an area on a single chart. The ONC is. used
for medium- and some low-level navigation for flights by higher
speed aircraft.

, The sectional chart, which you will use on your flight, is con-
sidered the basic aeronautical chart of the United States.' The
sectional chart scale is 1.500,000 and has the largest scale of the
three basic aeronautical charts used for landmark flying.

SectiOnal Aeronautical Chart provides detailed ground fea-
lures that are good for visual ground; chart orientation, at piede-
tennined checkpoints. This type of chart shows many 'types of
hydrographic and cultural features .0e also depicts all important
navigationaids and air facilities. ,

Paris of Charts

We have looked at the three types of chafts, and, for your vt,
flight, we, have &tided to u:se the sectional. the sectional charts '
are produced by the ational4 Oceanic and Atmospheric 'Admin-
istration in Washingto s 10. . They ca,n be bought %a ah*t . every,
airport. 'Since each al chart can cover only, a relatively,
small area, we must f d which sectional to choose. Figure 5
shows the sectional charts that cover the United States. This index
is shown on every sectional chart. Apparently, the chart that you
will need is the Atlanta Sectional.

1.8
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'AIR NAVIGATION

Figure 5. Index of SedionoLChorts covering the *had States.

s

. Let us take a closer look' at our sec' 'al chart. The first thing
that you should look for is the title mation (Fig 6).

Note that we have the Atlanta Sectional Chart with a scale of
1 :500,000. It is a Lambert Conformal Conic Projection: we will
study what this mein later. The next section is-probably the most
important on the chart. You must check insure that your than
is not gutdated. As .you can see, this chart should have become
obsolete for use on 27 April 1972. Do not use an obsolete chart

HMOS ATLANTA
SECTIONAL AERONAUTICAL CHART

SCALE 1:500,000
Lambert ConttanaT' Donk OrOysction-sumeord Parstusa &no and340'

Topogtophtc data canoed to August 1971

7TH EDIDON tom -tett to Indus Aspen Amendments ntfectni October 14, 1971
and all Ohm berrudtical data reclifrod by Aaptember 13, 1971

Ce*TuR Rwoorlate WARS NW Not inlonnation
Pubitsstions for supplemental Ws And eurrtnt infontsation

tAle illvrt trill become OLSOIETE ION USE IN NAVIGATION upon publication of

the nett «Zoo scheduled for APRIL ,27, 1972

PIALISKO ACCONOMM WITH INTIRKAIIR lust WITOGILINK cowotint
mom-mons AGRUMVITS /1/1101110 ST

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE FEDERAL AVIATION AlgoSTRADON DEMUREST OF COMMERCE

NORT,4*

Figure 6. Sectional Chail Title Information.
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:MOM HERETO THERE IN THS AIR

for Vying!!! Running into a new 'tower not plotted on an old chart
can ruin your whole-day.

Figure 7 shows .the relief features depicted on our chart. The
tint shading on the right_ side is' made .up . different colors.
There is pale green at sea leyel, dark green from .1,000 to 2,000 .

feet; pale yellow from.2,000 to 3,000 feet, .dark yelloW from 3,000
to 5,000 feet; and- sahnon colored. from 7 5L000 `to. the highest
erevatiociepicted on this chart,(6,684 feet).

The aeronautical symbols oi5 Og.:sectional chart are. depicted
in Figure 8. What does a little parachute mean? What sym-bol
shows an airfield with a runway oer 1,500 feet long with no
facilities? What does the number in parentheses beside a tower
or obstruction mean?

CONTOUR INTERVAL

500 feet

Intermediate contours shown at 250 feet

task Intemudioie

HIGHEST TERRAIN elevation is
6684 feet '

located of 3546'N 8216'W

" Critical elevation .4254
Approximate elevation, x3200

Doubtful locations are indicated by omission

of the point locator (dot or "x)

MAXIMUM' TERRAIN ELEVATIONS
Maximum Terrain elevation figures, centered in the area completely branded by tickedlinos of !stifle:le and longitude, are represented

in THOUSANDS and HUNDREDS of feet
RUT DO NOT INCLUDE ELEVATIONS OF VERTICAL 01371KTIONS.

3100 feet

CONVERSION or ELEVATIONSnn 0 ? 4 4 11 10 1? 14 is is 21 17 74 14 ?* 30

MITEre
04~0

Rpm 7. Relief Features.
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AIR NAVIGATION

Thus far, we have found the title information, relief data, and
aeronautical symbols used on our chart. With the other data ar-
ranged around the edge of the chart, these constitute the legend
of this chart. .

One of the more important items found in the margin of the
chart is the list of prohibited, restricted, warning, and alert areas
thafarl included on the chart (Fig 9). This list explains resttrito
tions that apply in a particular area and who is responsible for the
area. Also found here is an explanation of what is a prohibited,
restricted, or alert are). Are you permitted to fly into a prohibited
area? What are the1strictions for an alert area? If I wanted to fly

ough R-2102, whom would I. contact for. permission?

h more information is included in- the margin of your chart,
such as the graphic scale, special notices, remote control fre-
quencies for radio contacts, and control tower frequencies. This
information could lie useful, and you lhould be familiar with each
of these items.

PROHIBITED, RESTRICTED, WARNING, AND ALERT AREAS

ON ATLANTA SECTIONAL CHART

NO. NAME ALTITUDE TIME APPROPRIATE AUTHORITY

42101 Amides Army Depot,
Al..

T. 5000 0700 to 1800
Mos. Mrs Sal.

C. 0. Annistee Army Depot

42102 fed McClellan., Al.. Seldom A A.
De 8000
Seised. I.
From 0800 t%

lacktiles
14,000
Ssbecm C
from 14,000
re FL 240

Comtism.* t rAA, Moab, ARTC Qatar
gr imam MS.
C. O. Pal McClelloe,/JA

$.2104A Metevillo, Me. Ye FL 300 .Cestbedus .5 ?AA, Mtbie ARTC Ceder
et wee 132.
CO., U.S. Array Alkali Commaaa,
hid... Mabel. Al..

421041 Hentniiks, T. 2400 Costiveness t PM, Mumble AMC Centso
rsc atm PSS.
C.O. U.S. Amy Arlie Camont,
Redeem Amel41.

4301A &memo, Ge. To 4000 MU
each/dies 2 NM
elthit Ode
Alleadole, S.C.
VOR 175M red
extensible from
Ma GE re
3

mmal
2.21'14.

0600 le 2400
Man. Hag Pd.

Camendles Oen. U.S. May
Fisk, Training Coster,
Ft. Stowed, 0..

I
Garbles, fleets
Mom m dart.

43018 Salami, Oe. T. 1500 ESSI. 0400 I. 2400 Commodious Oen. U.S. Amy
Flight Trebilos (gator.

t
Mot. Aft Frls

Ft. Stewed, Cie.

Whim etberwise noted, Milted., sost sad le tests Mee le leMl.
T Cestronles Astro

P troitiNhml It - Restricted W W. WIPMAII A Merl

N. penesashell *poste en Mae' wings g hebiited Arm, w within e Restrkted Area between theddlineted
'Inhales derleii tile time of dosissettes alms NW persisnee hes been laded by Me appropriate evtlwity es
litted .hive: TM essmidlote authority Is dalleed .e Intim Me coalmines agency(t) Ise tit gang cpeocy.

8-54.71Insist whine Ake Arms le net restricted, hat OM ore eddied re exercise *Orme cevtion.

Figure 9. Prohibited, Rextrided, Warning, and Alert treas.



FRO HERE TO THERE IN THE AIR

As you' study our m more closely, you notice that the upper
half of the area is print d 9n one side, and the lower half of the
area is printed on the o er side. ,

F IGHT PLANNING

1-
We have selected the ctional chart ecause i Ives enough

details of points on the gr und so that we can use them in navi-
gating from Maxwell AF \ to Talladega. This type of landmark
flying is called photiage. In the United States, as long as the weather
is good, it is possible to fly almost hnywhere by pilotage. Other
mea of navigation are explained later, but the basic method
of ht plane navigation is pilotage. f'

Whether the flight is enjoyable dependi a great deal on how
well you preplan or preflight. Preflight activities include not only
planning the flight but alio making a check of your aircraft.
Here, we are primarily concerned wit,h the preplanning Onteur
flight. .

The next step after selecting your chart is .to check the Airman's
Information Manual (AIM). The MM is divided into four parts
and a supplement. Each part of the AIM contains Information vital
to the planning of your flight. ,

Plitrt 1 contains textbook type/ material; such as a .Glossary
. of iAeronautical Terms, Emergency Procedures, and Health and

M ' ical Facts of interest to flyers. This part is revised' and issued
ev ry three month :

art 2 Or the A
flight service stati
2 is revised and i

Part 3 contains
part is issued eve

F section, which is a
essential to the sa
14 days.

Part 4 of the AIM is entitled "Graphic Notices and Supple-
mental Data." It contains a list of abbreviations used in AIM and
other items,4, uch. as Heavy Wagon and dil Burner Routes '(high-
speed

fighters). is part is revised semiannually.
speed low:le Y navigation training routes for Air Force bombers

For your flight, you need to check Part 2 closely for information
. about mur destination airfield Talladega, and you .also `need to

find thr telephone number of the nearest weather station. In
Part 3, you should take a look at the NOTAMS to insure that
none of these affect you. On every flight, parts of the AIM should

M is the Airport Directory and is a listing of
and weather bureau telephone numbers. Part

ued semiannually:
OperationalData and Notices to Airmen. This

28 days. The Notices to Airmen (NOTAMS)
supplement to Part 3, includes items considered
ty of flight. This supplement is published every

241'
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AIR NAVIGATION

be checked, and the flyer should be at least familiar with all
parts of AIM.

After selecting your chart and checking the AIM, you should
check the weather for current reports, forecasts for enroute and
destination weathers winds at flying altitude, and pilot weather re-
ports (PIREPS). This can be done , by telephone, tut h. visit. to.
the weather station at an airport is preferatle.

On your flight, you will navigate by pilotage or landmark flying.
This, of course, means that you will need to maintain visual cbn-
tact with the ground, alt all times. This type of flying is considered
to be under visual flight rules (VFR). If you were making your
flight in weather, you would fly under instrument flight rules
(IFR). Whenever you fly IFR, you must file a flight plan' with
a Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) flight service station
(FSS). An -FSS is an air-ground voice communication station, that
relays clearances, requests for clearances, and position reports be-
tween.,enroute aircraft and traffic control centers. In general, the
FSS is a facility that aids the flyer during all phases of the flight.
For VFR flights, you are not required to file a flight plan, but
it is a good idea to do so anyway. Figure 10 shows the flight plan
for ypur propdsed flight. With a filed flight plan,, everyone knows
your intentions, and, if something happens, the 'proper agencies

['MOWN'S Of IRAMSPORTATICHFEDERAL AVIADON ADMINISTRATION J.
FLIGHT PLAN

rim Apprord
out N.. 0441C072

I TY 1 AIRCRAFT 1
114TITIFKATION

84634A

I AIRCRAFT /PM
SPICIALIOUIPIIRIIT

CE(SRA122

..1 HUIARM,
!70qui

S IIIPARTYRI MINI

myr
a 666666 YU 404 , T CRUISING

A.5".1

,s,56o
.It racopsto ID

moo
ACTuAl Ill

.

III

'..10V1I
..IM

OF WINS

,...

'I' 74 )/4 .44:5 4 /IP i'

INSIIIIATION INN.
...et .4 eItil

/4/49de/ +4;
f

1.1v1AdorIA 4.

It SST TINS SIIROUTS II MIAMI{ *.6,,
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Figure 10. Flight Plan.
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FROM HERE TO THERE IN THE AIR

will have the information that they need. For example, if you
are overdue at your destination, search procedures can be started.

In explaining every little detail, we make it. appear that a great
deal of work is associated with preplanning a flight. In reality,
after a few flights, you will develop a routine, and almost
everything explained so far ,can be done in a few minutes. These
few minutes can saye a .lot of_grief and maybe even your life.

Everything discussed so far is done on every flight. The next
few steps of flight planning are concerned primarily with your
Method of navigation-pilotage. If you were planning to fly IFR
by radio navigation, you would flight plan differently.

PILOTAGE PREFLIGHT

You have checked the weather and found it to be "good"
between Maxwell AFB and Talladega, and it is forecast to remain
so. In checking 'the AIM, you find that the airfields 'are okay and
will be open for 'your flight.

The next thing is to plan your route of flight in detail. This in-
kdludes the tour elements of navigation: position, direction, dis-
tance, and time.

Taking your up-to-date chart, the first thing is to locate your
departure and destination points (Fig 11). This gives the first
element of the navigation problem-position. Maxwell AFB just
outside of Montgomery, Alabama, is your known starting point.
Talladega Airport is located northeast of Montgomery. After, lo-
cating these two points, you should have drawn a ,line between
them whether you intend to fly the straight-line route or not.

To prepare the chart for easy reference and to figure their dis-
tance, most pilots mark the line in 10-mile, increments. This
can be done by layitif a ,piece of paper along the statute mile
line of the graphic scale and marking 10-mile increments along the
edge of the paper. Next, lay the paper along the route and transfer
the 10-mile marks to it. Many navigators mark each increment
with the mileage; others indiCate the 50-mile mark by making it
longer than the 10-mile marker. Your straight-line route is 84
miles long. You have solved the distance element of your naviga-
tion problem if you decide to fly the straight-line route.

Your aircraft cruises at 120 mph or 2 miles per minute. The
time enroute for a straight-line flight is 42 minutes 4(84 ± 2).

On your straight-line course, you see that your direction is ap-
proximately northeast. While you are looking at the straight-line
route, take a minute and study it. Is it the safest route? Does it
make you fly over high terrain or over wide bodies of water?

19
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FROM HERE TO THERE INTHE AIR

Are there emergency airports that you can use in case of aircraft
malfunction or a thunderstorm? Also, are there plenty of land-,
marks along the route so that there is no chance of getting lost?.
When navigating by pilotage, you 'should always have an alternate
route that will help to insure an easy and safe flight. .

When you look for alternate routes, you should remember that,
since this chart is designed specifically for flying, it omits some
items which might hide significant navigation points. On the other
hand, some featdres are shown out of proportion because of their
navigational value. For instance, on your proposed flight to the
races, the destination, Talladega -airport, is shown as being over
two miles square in size. In reality, it has a 6,000 ft runway,
and it is a mile long narrow complex. From the air, however, it
stands out as a good navigation point, and it is, therefore, em-
phasized on the chart. -

After studying the chart, you decide that the straight-line route
does not appear to be the easiest 'or the safest. You note that
after crossing Lake Jordan 20 miles out of Maxwell, you will
not have many good checkpoints or landmarks for 30 miles. Also,
there are only a few emergency airfields in this area.

You decide to follow the straight-line route for approximately
19 miles to Lake-Jordan and then turn left to follow the Coosa
River and, the power line to the airport, dam, converging power
lines, and power plant just north of Ware Island. From Mere,
you will turn right, following the power line for 12 miles until
you pick up the railroad, road, and powerline running into
Sylacauga. After crossing the town, you will pick up the road,
railroad, and powerline running northeast to Talladega. From
there, you can fly north until you see the destination airfield
nexVto the racetrack.

Overall, this route appears to be the safest. It has emergency air-
fields along the route and plenty of landmarks to navigate by.
With the exception of the short distance between Ware Island
and, Fayetteville, you are not depending on only one linear fea-
ture to follow. A linear feature is a straight road, railroad, powel
line, etc, which can be followed. When you pick only one, especi-
ally a road, it is very easy to pick the wrong one and become lost.
The best method is to find two linear landmarks running in your
direction so that you can make a crosscheck. Also, you need
distinct features crossing the route so that you can check your
time to see how fast you really are moving across the ground.

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) produces VFR
Pilot Exam-O-Grams which arc brief and timely explanations of
important aeronautical items. In VFR Exam-O-Gram I4p 18 is
some very good advice for your flight:

C3'
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AIR NAVIGATION

"Remember this point. Be sure you have up-to-date charts,
including those adjacent to the one in use. Everything which
appears on the chart will usually be on the ground, but no
standard chart is so detailed that everything you can see on the
ground can also be found on the chart."

When you mark off 10-mile distances on the new route, you
see that the total is 94 miles. By taking a safer and easier route,
you have added only 10 miles to your distance. At 120 mph,
this amounts to a total of 5 minutes more flying time, a small
price to pay for safety' and peace of mind.

When you checked the weather, you found that the winds
at your flight altitude are light and variable, therefore, your cruis-
ing speed of 120 mph will also be your speed over the ground.
Thus, at 2 miles, per minute, you will take approximately 47
minutes flying time to reach your destination. You actually need
to add about 2 or 3 minutes to allow for time to climb and reach
cruising speed. On your flight plan, under Estimated Time En-
route, you insert 0 hours 50 minutes. This completes your pre-
flight planning.

You have checked the weather and AIM, filed your flight
plan, and studied your route. You can now proceed to the air-
craft and perform the preflight checks on it. After strapping in,
starting the engine,. and taxiing to the end of the runway, you ask
over the radio for take off clearance. You are cleared and ready
for takeoff.

THE FLIGHT

Takeoff from Maxwell AFB was made on Runway 36, meaning
that you took off going due north. As you start your takeoff
roll, you notice the time. It is 1000 (10.00 am); you only need
lo turn a few' degrees right to be on course.

You climb _to your designated altitude of 5,500 ft with the lo-
cal altimeter setting set in your altimeter. You chose this altitude
because your first heading was made in the eastern henlisphere
of altitude separation (Fig 12). After making your first turn over
Lake Jordan, you will be heading toward the western hemisphere,
and you must either climb to 6,500 ft or 4rop of 4,500 ft.

At 1008, you pass over the Wetumpka Airpori, which _is located
at your 10-mile mark and should be just to your left,, In quick suc-
cession, you spot the little town of Elmore 'with its distinctive
junction of railroads, immediately followed a little further to the
left by the small lake and prison. Just beyond this point, you see

09



FROM HERE TO THERE IN THE AIR

000'

-
figure 12. Hemispheric Attitude Separation Based on aircraft heading.

Lake Jordan, and yoU cross-check your 'position' using the Bain to
your right and the converging power lines.

As you cross the shore of the. lake, you turn left and notice
the tFo distinctive lake inlets, one on either side as you come
up on the 20-:Mile mark. The

to
is 1013 or 13 minutes into

your flight., You Iliad planned to fly 120, mph, which should have
you at 20 miles in 10 minutes plus 3 minutes for takeoff (TO)
and climb. ion are right on schedule.

You fly to one side 'of the river out of .Lake Jordan to pick
out landinarks, such a the distinctive curve just short of die 30-
mile mark it'd the. bridge, dam, power plant, and tower at about
33 miles. You nate..you time when you pass the dam, and it i%
1021. You lhoula have reached this point in 1914 minutes (16t4
+ 3 for TO and climb). You decide that some wina,must be sloW-
ing the aircraft, since it appears that you are behind your flight
plan by 1W minutes. No sweat!!

32O
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AIR NAVIOATION

The camp at about 36 miles is not visible from the air, but
you don't worry, since the wide lake finger to your right is very
distinct. At approximately 42 miles, you spot the river island and
then the second island with Ware Island Aiiport on it. These are
followed by your turning point, the dam and power plant. .

You make the turn at 1027. Your planned, time was approxi-
mately 10241/2- still no cause for worry. Since this leg has few
check points, you need to be very careful. You pick out the power
line running northeast; and, crossing the finger,of the lake, you
start to follow the power line. Here you are violating a basic
principle of pilotage: don't follow only one landmark. Only a
short distance further, you spot Fayetteville and the railroad run-
ning into Sylacauga. In Case you had missed this checkpoint,
you had planned to fly until you crossed Route'280, a divided
four-lane highway, and then turn right back. to Sylacauga. How-
ever, since you have spotted Sylacauga and Lee Merlde Airport
along the highway, you don't need to use this alternative.

Turning over Sylacauga, you easily sight and follow the rail-
road, road, and powerline running northeast. At Sycathore, an
excellent .checkpoint with all your landmarks converging, you nop
that your time is 1040. Some a the time lost earlier has .been
regained. At preplanned steeds, you would have crossed this
point at about 1039. You were 21/2 minutes behind your flight
plati the last time you checked. Now, the difference is only about
a minute. Things are looking good. ,

At the 807mile mark, you cross the very distinct railroad bend
and spot the town of Talladega straight ahead. Over Talladega,
you make a slight left turn and fly directly to your destination
airfield. As you enter the downwind leg for landing, you note
that it is 1050. Right on time?

.

After landing, parking, and going into operStions, you make a
telephone call to the Anniston FSS to close your flight plan. Now
on to the races.

LOST !! !

It seems that all who fly cross-country are destined to lose their
way' or become "temporally misplaced" at one time or another.
For this reason, you should give some thought to procedures and
practices that may be used to lead wandering birdmen out of the
wilderness.

The Federal Aviation Administration gives some excellent ad,
vice on what to do when 'yOu find yourself unsure, of where, yOu
arc:

24
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PROM HERE TO THARE4IN THE AIR

1. Don't fight the problem; solve it. Stay loose; don't hit the
panic button; Panic virtually assures that all the thinking gars will
grind to a haft.'

alyze and evaluate as to:
a. Fuel available and consumption rate: How much longer

-Toon you fly with the fuel you _have? Be conservative, not hope-
lessly optimistic.

I.

b. Weather. It is good, bad, indifferent, improving, or de-
teriorating? ,

c. Equipment. Is everything functioning?
d. Terrain. Is It open land, flat country, mountains, marshes,

semidesert, or sparsely or- thickly populated?
e. -Daylight. How much flo you have left? Once you have

assessed the situation, you can make vital, decisions. One of the
first is to detide if help is available, or are you alone?

The following are the steps That you should take if every-
. thing, such as fuel, daylight, and weather, is in good shape:

a. Keep going straight. Establishing 'a course because you have
a hunch or because you "got a feeling" is fbr the birds. Don't
wander aimlessly.
' b. Use information about your last known position, elapsed
time, approximate wind and ground speed (air speed is better

'ima nothing) to establish how far you have traveled since your
Aast check point.

ro C. TJse this' distance as a radius and draw a semicirclecle ahead
the last knOwn position. on the chart. For example, on your

flight, you 'flew at 120. mph, and this was about the speed over
the ground, too. If you 'had become lost 10 minutes from a check-

-. ponu, then you would have drawn ,your semicircle 20 miles from
,:the' checkpoint. .

d. Loosen up tie eyeballs and start some first-class pilotage.
,`bon't overlook the possibility of being lost, yet right on course
or very nearly AO First, look for something big. Don't, concern
yourself with the minute or trivial at this point unless nothing
better, is available. Often . there. will be linear features, such as
rivers, mountain ranges, or prominent reads and railroads, which
'will be easy to spot and identify. If you can't find anything or. if
you Still cant find ycturself, use anything that might help, don't

,- pass up a thing. Don't go' down low aid stay there. As a gen-,

eral rule; it is both safer and easier at higher. altitudes.

What should you do if you become lost 4nd you have other
problems? Lost and loVi on fuel; lost with the weather deteridrat-
Thg; lost with night coming on and no night-flying or instrument

A
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experience; lost with engine trouble or some equipment mal-
functioning; GET IT ON THE GROUND! Most accidents are the
product of mistakes that have multiplied over a period of time.
Getting lost is no exception. If terrain or other conditions make it
impossible to get down at the moment, don's waste time. Don't
search for lien comparable to Kennedy International. Anything
usable will do.

Once again, the FAA gives some good advice when ,you're lost
and have other problems:

:Never fly until the petrol peters out. There are few things so
nerve-shattering as the rustle of the wind when an engine has
coughed its last. .;,

Never fly until the sun slowly sinks in the golden west. It may be
a beautiful sight, but the goblins will get you if yOu don't watch
out.

Never fly until the biggest and meanest goblin of them all, Ole
Bad Weather,.falls flat on hisioce. He will do his best to take you
with him.

WORDS AND PHRASES TO REMEMBER

scale

graphic scale
JN chart
ONC
Sectional Aeronautical Chart
pilotage

AIM
NOTAMs
PIREPs
VFR
IFR
linear feature
VFR Pilotjxam-O-Grams

QUESTIONS

What is the difference between a chart and a map?

2. The difference between ONCs, Ns, and sectional charts is based on
their

3. What is the definition of and scale?

4. If two charts are the same size, the one with the scale
will cover a larger area than the one with a scale.

5. Navigators and pilots of what types of aircraft use JN charts?

6. Match the scales of the following charts:
a. JN 1. 1/1,000,000
b. ONC 2. 1/500,000
c. Sectional 3. 1/2,000,000

la
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rr.
7.`Where can the date Wound when a chart becomes obsolete?

8. There are various methods that show terrain elevation on aeronautical
charts. Name two.

9. What is the difference between a prohibited, a restricted, and an alert area?

10. How are prohibited, restricted, and alert arias depicted on the charts?

il. The basiemethod of light plane navigation is

12. What are the four parts of the AIM? How ofteri is each part revised
and reissued?

. 13. What is an Oil Burner Route?

14. Trtie dr False. A flight plan must be filed on all VFR flights.,

15. True or False. Everything on a chart is shown in direct proportion to
its real size.

16. On a VFR flight heading west, your flight altitude should bee
a. 5,000 ft
b. 5,500 ft ...
c. 6,000 ft ,

d..6,500 ft

17. On your hypothetical flight to Talladega you closed your clear-
ance with a telephone call to the Anniston FSS. How did you !mow that
Anniston was the tight FSS? Where did you get the telephone number?

18. What should you do if you find yourself cost and your one and only)
engine is beginning, to run rough?

.. , ..,.
.

THINGS TO DO
s,

1. Collect an example of different scale charts and study the different fea-
tures that are emphasized. Make a report on your observations of all
the differences of the charts that would affect pilotage navigation.

.
. 2. Take a sectional chart and answer the following questions.

a. True or Falsei Airports that are closed are not shown on the chart.
b. Interpret the following data showil &ext to the Talladega airport 526

L 60. , .

c. If an airport symbol has a little star on il, what does it have?
d. How is an abandoned airport symbolized?
e. On your flight, you flew over Wetumpka Otirport. How long is its

longest runway? .

f. How is an obstruction below 1,000 feet above ground level depicted?
g. How is a water aerodrome with no facilities depicted?

Set up two teams and have the instructor ask questions about different
features on a chart. The team answering the most correct wins the competi-
tion.

3. Obtain an AIM and study all the data that it gives.
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4. The FAA VFR Pilot Exam-O-Grams are distributed free to individualg;
Write to the FAA and obtain a set for your unit. Also have the unit
put on the list for future Exam-O-Grams. Make a report to the class
on what gatam-O-Grams are and how they are used.

5. Preplan a pilotage flight on a sectional chart between any two aerodromes.
If possible, fly the route that you have planned. If you can't fly it,
pretend that you are 26 minutes from your departure point and your
engine quits. Where do you go?

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING

US Air Force AFM 51-40, Air Navigation, Vol. 1, Washington, DC:
Department of the Air Force, 1968. .

Federal Aviation Administration, "VFR Pilot ExamO.Grams," Washington,
DC: Department of Ttansportation.

Flight Services Division, A..irma4's Information Manual (AIM), Washington,
DC: Federal Aviation Administration. . .

4.YON, THORURN C., Practisal, Air Navigation, Denver, Colorado. 36ppeson,
, 1972. , ,

SANDERSON, Aviation Fundamentals, Denver, Colorado.. Sanderson, 1972.
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`Chapter 3.

Navigation-Etemelits

THIS CHAPTER explains the ncurigation method/
position, direction, distance, and finis. Each
basic elements of navigation' are 'explained

f
those' foUr ,

nd various
methods of their determination are discussed. Ater studying
this chapter, you should be able to, (1) uncier4tand chi .

ferences between great circles and small circles,' (2) plot
positions through the useof latitude and longitude] ) under-
stand. the basic meg:sures' of distance and speed, pi) under-
stand the elements of direction, and (5) apply. Greenwich
Mean Time and zone-time concepts.

IN CHAPTER I,, we identified the four basic elements of navi-
gation. position, direction, distance, and time. In chapters 1 and

1, we applied these four elements in our two trips, one driving
and one flying. For short flying missions using only pilotage, our
method of using these elements might be satisfactory. However,
as you increase distance, altitude, and speed and include such
factors as weather . and heavy traffic, terms like northeast for
direction or 10 miles south for position are not adequate. Here,
We study in depth the basic elements of navigation. This will
enable you to use more sophisticated methods of navigation.

29
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TIPS SIZE AND APE

FQt, most navigational purposes, the earth is assumed to be a
pogirfect sphere, although, in reality, it is riot. Measured at the
,equator, the earth is approximately 7,931.5 miles. in diameter,
and the diameter through the poles, is approximately 7,904.6
miles. This difference of 27 miles does. not prevent us from as- 4:74

suming the earth to be spherical for navigation purposes. Thi.124,
assumption has proven to be practical since, for centuries, na2L-,, tog
gators on the water or in the air have reached their destirthoU
based on it. ,

Great Circles and Small Circles. A great, circle is defined as a citele
on the surface of a sphere whose center and radius are those of the
sphere itself. It is the largest circle that can be drawn on the sphere.
Figure 13 shows some great circles. The equator is an example of a
great circle. Meridians discussed later are great circles.

For the navigator, the single most important aspect of great
circles is that the arc, or piece of the circle, is the shortest dis-
tance between two points on a sphere. It is just as a straight line
is the shortest distance betweetS two points on a plane.

Circles on the surface of the sphere other than great circles
are defined as small circles. All latitudes, with the exception of
the equator, are

The nature of a sphere is such that any point on it is exactly
any other point. In order that points may be located on the. .

1
POSTPION

GREAT CIRCLE

S

riof..Frciket.s

Figure 13. A Gnat Circle is the Largest Circle on &Sphere.
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earth, lines of reference are necessary. In your two navigation
problems, you described your destinations, Fit. Walton Beach and
Talladega, as so many miles in a. certain direction from- Maxwell
AFB.

This type of position description, however, does not lend itself
readily to navigation. It would be difficult to locate a point pre-
cisely in4he middle of the Pacific Ocean, since there isn't any
nearby known geographic feature to use for reference. For that
matter, when referring to something as being 10 miles from New
York City, from where do you start measuring? This method of
describing position is not precise enough for air navigation':

A system using imaginary reference lines has been developed ,

to locate pOsitions_on the takth. These lines are known ,as parallels
of latitude and meridians of longitude. The numbers representing
a position in terms of latitude and longitude are known, as the
cOordingtes of that position.

Latitude.The equator is a great circle midway between the
poles, and its plane is perpendicular to a, line connect* the poles.
Parallel with the equator are lines of latitude. Each of the* par-
allel lines is a small circle, and they have a ,definitive location.
The location of the latitude is determined by figuring the angle at
the center of the earth between the latitude and the equator.
In Figure 14, this angle is 45°. Thereford; this would be the 45°
parallel of latitude.

The equator is latitude 0°, and the poles are located at 90°
latitude. Since there are two latitudes with the same number
(two 45° latitudes, two 30°, etc), the letter designators N and S
are used to show which latitude is meant. The North Pole is
90°N and the Smith Pole 90°S. Thus, the area between the
poles and the equator are known as the Northern and Southern
Hemispheres.

Longitude.We have seen how the north-south measurement
of position is figured. With only this information, however, it is
still not possible to locate a point. This difficulty is resolved by
use of longitude, which indicates east-west location.

There is no natural starting point for numbering longitude.
Therefore, the soltition has been to select an arbitrary starting
point. 2\ great many places have been used. When the English
speaking ,people began to make charts, they chose the meridian
through their principal observatory in Greenwich, England, as the
zero degree line, and this line has now been adopted by most other
countries of the world. The Greenwich Meridian is sometimes
called the first or prime meridian, though, actually, it is the zero
meridian. Longitude is counted east and west from this meridian

31
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through 180 degrees, as shown in Figure 15, Thus, the Green-
wich Meridian is the 0 degree longitude on one side of the earth,
and, after crossing the poles, it becomes the 180th meridian (180
degrees east or west of the 0-degree meridian). Therfkre, we
have all longitudes designated either east or west, e.g., 140°E or
90°W, and these designations define the Eastern and Western
Hemispheres.

Finding the Place.If a globe has the circles of latitude and
longitude drawn upon it according .to the principles described and
if the latitude and longitude of a. certain place have been determined, .
a given point can be located on the globe in its* proper position (Fig
16).

Latitude is expressed in degrees up to 90, and longitude is ex
pressed in degrees up to 180. A degree (°) of arc may be sub-

,

Figure 14. Latitude is the Angle at the Center of the Earth Between the Equator and
the Latitude.
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Figure 15ilongitucte is Measured East and West of the Greenwich Merlidan. "'"Ir
.

divided into smaller units by dividing each degree into 60 min-
utes (') of arc. Each minute may be further subdivided into 60
seconds (") of arc.

A position on he surface of the earth is expressed in terms
of latitude and longitude. Latitude is expressed as being either
north or south of the equator, and longitude as either east
or west of the prink meridian. el

Figure 16. Latitude is Measured from the Equator, Longitude from the Prime Merldicm. .

Together they describe a point on N. globe.

33
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On your flight in Chanter 2, you started from Maxwell AFB.
Les, suppose that you were looking at a large "chart /and had no
idea where Maxwell is located. All you needed to know was the
coordinates of Maxwell, which are 32 °23N you
could locate it easily. Every joint on earth can be locat through
this system. =

Smaller areas can be located by,,going,beyond degrees and Min-,
ufes and using seconds.

,or

. .

DISTANCE

Distance, as previously defined, Is -measured by the length of
. .

a line joining two points. In navigation, the most common unit
for maasuring distances is the nautical mile. The nantital mile is
about 6;076 ft (sometimes rounded to 6;080 ft). It is also equal
to one minute of arc on a meridian, which is one minute of httz_..-1:
itude. .'

To convert nautical miles into statute miles, the statute mile
figure can be Multiplied by the factor 1.15. For example, 10 nau-
tical miles equal 11.5 statute miles.. To convert nautical miles to
statute miles; yon can multiply the nautical miles by .87. For ex-
ample, 1Q statute 'biles equal '8,7 nautical miles. A measure of
distance used in Europe and now being considered for use in the
United States is the kilometer, or 1,000 meters'. A kilometer equali
approximately 0.621 of a statute mile of about .54 cif a nautical
mile. Appendix B of thkbook explains a simpler method to 'make
all'of these conversions.

Closely related to the cept of distance is speed, which de-
termines the rite of Chan: of position. Speed is usually 'expressed
in miles per hour; eing either statute miles per hour .or nau-
tical miles per Plr, It the measure of distance is nautical miles,
it is Gusto ; tO., speak of 'speed in terms of knots. 'Thus, a
speed of 2 knots and a rspeed of 200 nautical miles per hour'
mean the s e thins. It is incorrect to say 200 knots per hour,

On your trip in Chapter 2, you flew 120 mph. For naviga-
tional purposes, would convert' to. 104 knots. From now on,
we use nautical miles (nm) for distance and knots (k) for speed.

-

'DIRECTION

Direction is the position of one point in space relative to an-
other without refeience to the distance between -them. The use
of points of the compass specifying direction (north, north-north-
west, northwest, west- northwest, west, etc) is licit adequate for
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modern navigatidn. It has been replaced, for most purposes, by a
numerical system. -

The numerical system (Fig 1%7) divides the horizon into 360°
starting with north as 000° and continuing clockwise through east
(090?), south' (180°), west (270 °), and back to north. .

This circle, called a Compass rose, represents the horizon di-,
vided into 360°. In Figure 17, position B lies at a true direc
tion of 062° from A, and position C lies at a true direction of
295° from A.

7 Since determination of direction is one of the most important
parts of the navigator's work, the various terms involved should
be clearly understood.

Cmirse is intended horizontal direction of travel.
Heading is the horizontal direction in' which an aircraft is

pointed. Heading is the actual orientation of the longitudinal axis
of the aircraft at any instant, while course is the direction intended
to be made good.

Track is the ..,4ctual horizontal direction traveled by the aircraft
over the earth.

t

/

Figure 17. Numerical System Used for Direction. Point 11 lies at a true direction of
062" from A, and position C itat p true direction of 295' from A.

.
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If we plot a course from $lew York to London, we see some-
thing interesting (Fig 18). The ditection of the great circle makes
an angle of about 50° with the meridian of New York, about 90°
with the meridian of Tte4and, and a still greater "angle with the
meridian of London. In other words, he direction of the great
circle is constantly changing as progress is Made along the route,
and it is different at every point along the great circle. Flying
such a route requires constant change of direction and would be
difficult to fly under ordinary conditions. Still, it is the most de%
sirable route, since it is the shortest distance between any two
points. . -

A line that makes the. same angle with each meridian is called,
a rhumb line. An aircraft holding a constant true heading w.Vuld
be flying a rhumb line. Flying this sort of path results in a greater
distance traveled, but it is easier to steer. Between two points on
the earth, the great circle is shorter than the rhumb line, but the:
difference is negligible for short distances (except in high latitudes).

,Figure id. Gnat Circle and Rhumb Line.

.36:
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TIME

The earth makes a complete rotation of 360° during a 24
hour day. The Equator could, therefore, be divided into 24 hourp
as well as 360°. One hour represents 15° of longitude. Longitude,
as we have seen, is expressed in degrees, minutes, and seconds.
It is also possible to express longitude in hours, minutes, and sec-
onds of time. For example, a point at 60° longitude may, be ex-
pressed as four hours west of Greenwich.

Zone time.Before the establishment of zone time in .1883,
every ay and town had its own time. As you may well imagine,
this situation caused Much confusion. Once time' zones were es-
Klblished, there was less confusion. , .

Each time zone is 15° of longitude (one hour of angulat meas-
ure) in width, and the first zone centers on the prime meridian.
However, irregularities have crept into the system because some
towns have decided to keep the time of some large city farther
west or east. Further confusion entered the picture when "Day-
light Saving Time" was introduced. This set the clocks in the af-
fected area one hour ahead. ,

In Figure 19, you can see that the United States,has four stdhd-
ard time zones. The time in any given zone is one hour_ earlier
than in an adjacent eastern zone and one hour later than in an
adjacent western zone.

. ,

Figure 19. Standard Time Zones in the United States.
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Pilots sometimes become confused in reporting their estimated
time of arrival (ETA) because they cannot remember whether they
must add or subtract an hour. Most pilots use one of two methods
to give the correct time. First, some pilots give their ETA accord-
ing to the time that their watch indicates. If their watch is set to
central standard time (CST), then they specify CST when giving
their ETA to the tower. or example, a pilot's ETA is radioed
itt as 1630 central standard time. The tower personnel then know

at what time the pilot expetts to arrive. They can determine the
correction necessary for their specific zone.

Greenwich Mean Time.The use of Greenwich Mean Time
avoids the necessiq of considering time zones. Greenwich Mean
Time (GMT) is the time of day at any given moment at Green-
witch, England. If GMT is employed and a pilot requests clari-
fication, he will be given the local standard time. For example,
you request ,clarification of the time and receive the following.
1745 Greenwich, 1245 Eastern. Greenwich time is often noted
on communications and teletype reports as Z. It is therefore often
Called "Zulu" time, in accordance with the international phonetic
alphabet. _

The following table should be hlepful in converting from stand-
ard time to Greenwich Mean Time.

-.
To Convert From:
Eastern .Standard
Central Standard
Mountain Standard
Pacific Standard

'1, To Greenwich Mean Time
Add 5 hours
Add 6 hours
Add 7 hours
Add 8 hours

Daylight Saving Tithe is usually never used for aviation pur-
poses. To convert from. GMT during Daylight Saving Time, add
one hour to the tabulated values shown above for GMT.

WORDS AND PHRASES TO REMEMBER

great circle
small circle
coordinates
latitude
Northern Hemisphere
Southern Hemisphere
longitude
Greenwich Meridian
prime meridian
Eastern Hemisphere
Western Hemisphere

I

3.
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nautical mile (nm)
knots (k)
compass rose
course
heading
track
rhumb line
zone time
ETA
GMT
Z
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NAVIGATION ELEMENTS

QUESTIONS

.
-

NOTE: In the true/false questions, if false, tell why.
1. True or False.,The earth Is a perfect sphere. k
2. If a circle is drawn around the surface of the earth and Its center and

radius are the same as the earth's, it is a circle. Name
twq examples vf this kind of circle.

3. True or False.' The Shortest distance between two points on earth is a
straight line.

4. True or False. All latitudes are small circles.

S. Match the following:
a. Os latitude . a. prime meridian
b. 906N b. South Pole
c. 90S c. North Pole
d. IE/W d. Equator

6. What are the coordinates of your town?

MConvert the following:

Nautical Miles Statute Miles.

100 4

100

Si Convert the following to degrees on a compass rose:

North Southeast West

Northeast South Northwest

East Southwest
I91 If you Intend to fly due east or 090, this Is your

To fly 090, the aircraft actually points toward 095 due to various core
rections. This is your . To get to your destination,
the path that you flew overthe ground is the ' ,

110. Trun or False. An aircrafejholding a constant true heading would fly a
, great (bile.

11. A point with coordinates 36N 75W is hours
west of the piime merildan.

12. Convert the following:

Local Standard Z
Central 1206:i

Eastern 1600
.

Pacific 0001 1 Japbary 1975

2100 Mountain,r31 Dec. 1975

Kilometers

100

.39
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THINGS TO DO

1. Obtain a globe and plot the
iNew yOrk City

. 'London, England
Rome, Italy
Moscow, Russip,
Plot areas on a map of the

2. Working with a globe,.place a string between two points and demonstrate
to the class the difference between rhumb line and great circle route
flying.

3. As you drive down the road, practice, mentally converting posted speeds
and mileage into kilometers and nautical miles.'

ti

4. Using Appendix A to this text as a guide, measure the direction that
you would have to fly. tci get from various pals such as:
a. Your town to Miami, Florida
b. Washington, DC, to Los Angeles
c. From the Pacific side of the Panama Canal to the Atlantic side.
d. Los Angeles, California, to Reno, Nevada

general coordinates of the following:
Bangkok, Thailand
Peking, .China

'Honolulu, Hawaii
Los Angeles, California

world that are prominent in the news.

4
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Chapter

qf It Were Only flat'

THIS CHAPTER introduces you to the differiacas in chart pro.
-thifr 4,i., and. their liMitatiOni. When you have

'studied this chapter, you should be able to= (I) explain how
the different projections are developed, (2) understand the
differences between asimuthal,, cylindrical, and conk prole.'
Honk (3) know the difference betweef, gnomonic and stereo-

. graphic projections, (4) understand the different uses of the
Lambert Conformal, 14oreater,. and Gnomonic charts.
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W
hell the ancient mariners fast ventured from their shores
into the vast unknown sea, their charts were amazingly

simple These brave men made the assumption that the world is
flat, and, when you disappeared over the horizon, you disap-
peared. Since they rarely ventured out of sight of the coait,
they had no need for a coordinate system: There was no need to
worry about whether the shape of that island was exact or not.
There was no need for precise navigation.

Before you complete this chapter, you may long for "the good
ole days." The idea of a spherical earth confronted early cartog-
raphers Or mapmakers with the problem of portraying the earth's
spherical surfaceon a flat chart.

Hipparchus (160-125 BC), the inventor of trigonometry,
originated the basic, azimuthal projectionsthe orthogaphic- and
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the stereographicwhich are in use to this day. From the time
of Hipparchus to the present jet age, there have been advance-
ments in devising new map projections. At last count, there were
over 250 different projections available. Each ,of these has special
characteristics to serve a particular purpose.

THE PROBLEM

In the last chapter, we learned that the earth's surface is di-
-vided into a system of imaginary lines of parallels, and meridians
called latitude and longitude. This system is called a graticule.

The problem in trying to represent the earth's graticule and
surface features on the flat surface of a chart is that the earth,
a globe, or any wherical surface is undevelopable. An unde-
velopable surface is One that cannot be flattened. No matter how
many times an undevelopable surface is ctlt or split, it cannot be
completely flattened. Just as an orange cannot be flattened with-
out tearing and distorting the peel, any attempt to represent even
a small portion of the earth's surface on a flat plane results in dis-
tortion (Fig 20).

A developable surface is any three-dimensional geometric figure,
such as a hollow cone or cylinder, which may be cut and laid flat
without distorting any features on its surface (Fig 21).

A projection 4 the method of transferring the earth's graticule
and surface features onto a plane or onto the developable sur-
face of a cone or cylinder. In practice, this is done mathemati-
cally, but it can be explained more satisfactorily through geo-
metric projection. A light within a hollow plastic model of the
earth which projects the graticule and surface features 'onto a
plane or developable surface is an example of a geome)ic pro-
jection (Mg 22).

0

Figure 20, Undevolopable Surfaces.
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Figure 21. Developabl*,Surfaces.

Figure 22. A Projeflon.
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Distortion of direction, distortion of the relative size tof areas,
and distortion of the shape of areas on the earth is the direct re-
sult of projecting the earth's graticule onto a flat or develop-
able surface. Even a small portion of the surface of a sphere,
globe, or the earth is undevelopable, since it will not lie com-
pletely flat. Different types of projections produce different types
of distortion on charts.

Distortion of size may be seen on many maps. For example,
Greenland is sometimes shown as
covering more area than India.
Since India is actually larger
than Greenland, the relative size
of the chart areas is distorted
through these projections. When
a chart misrepresents the State
of Texas ,as a long thin area,
the shape of the state is dis-
torted even if its relative size is
truly represented. Parallels and
meridians should intersect on
charts at right ,or 90°, ',r.
as they do on e istortion,
of direction on chart projections
occurs when latitude and longi- r
tude do not intersect correctly Figure 23. Direction Distortion.

(Fig 23).

PROJECTION CLASSIFICATION

Projections are classified according to three consideration type
of surface, point of tangency, and point of projection. The name of
a projection depends, in part, on geometric figures onto which the
surface of a model of the earth is projected. These figures include
a plane, a cone, and a cylinder. Remember the name of the chart
used on your flight to Talladega? It,. was a Lambert(cogormal
Conic Projection. -

The second consideration for projection classification is the
point of tangency. A plane can touch or be tangent to the earth
at only one point. The location of the point of tangeniy is also
reflected in the name of the projection. For example, a polar
projection is tangent at one of the poles (Fig 24).

A cylinder is tangent to a model of the earth alotit a coMplete
great circle. When this circle is the equator, it is called a parallel
of tangency or a standard parallel. The cone is also tangent at a
parallel (Fig 25).
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AIR NAVIGATION

The third 'projection classification is concerned with the point of
projection. Earlier in Figure 22, we showed how some projec-
tions are made by assuming a light to be in the center of the earth
and by projecting the surface of the earth onto a flat surface.
This type of projection is called a gnomonic. The point of tom-
jection is the origin of the rays that project a graticule onto a
geometric figure. Most conic and cylindrical projections have their
point of projection at the center of the earth and are gnomonic
projections. The other origin point of the projection rays is a
point on the surface of the earth opposite the point of tangency.
This type of projection is called a stereographic projection (Fig'
26).

\

CHART PROJECTION CHARACTERISTICS

Many characteristics desirable in a chart. The ideal chart
projection would portray features of the earth in their true
relationship to each oth directions would be true; distance
would be true, and dist would be represented, at a constant
scale over the entire chart.

Such a relationship can only be represented on ,a globe. On a
flat chart, it is impossible to preserve constant scale and .true
direction for all directions at all points. Also, relative size and shape

Polai Gnomonic.
center of the 'earth

)
Point,of i

-Projection
s

_Polar Stereographic
surface of the earth

Figure 26.,Two polar Projections with Different Points of Projection.
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Figure 57. A Gnomonic Chart showing -thy inherent distortion.

.

of the geographic features cannot be accurately portrayed through-
out the chart. .

Gnomonic charts are planning charts. The graticule in a gno-
monic projection (Fig 27) is so greatly distorted that it is not used
lot 'navigation except in planning the Great Circle course. It is
used Only for great circle planning becauAe. the Great Circle course
appears as a straight line on the gnomonic projection (Fig 28).

The polar stereographic projection with its point Of projection
located at the opposite pole causes increfiging distortion as you
move to the -outer edgd of the projection .(Fig 29). Polar
stereographic charts iniy, be used fot navigation only within 30^
of the pole that' is the point of tangency. , .. .

Of ,the many* projection characteristics that are, desirable for
charts, the most important for air navigation charts is conformality.
Even though' conformal harts have some undesirable characteris-
tics, the disadvantages of this. type of projection are far out-
weighed by the.advanteages.

- ,
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:POLIWGNOINONIC OBLI GNOMONI:C

Figure 28. Great Circle Routes spear as straight lines on Gnomonic Projections.

A conformal chart shows all angles as they actually appear on'
earth. The graticule of a conformal chart shows parallels and
meridians intersecting at 90° angles just as they do on earth.
As a result of angles being akurately reproduced, the directions
and true shapgs of areas are shout on any confonpal chart. This
occurs even though the relative size of areas may be distorted.

If we look down on a globe, we see that the meridians con-
verge at the poles. Meridians on the earth are not parallel lines.
Therefore, as the latitude increases on the earth's surface, the dis-
tance between parallels remains the same, but .the distance be-
tween meridians decreases.

The equatorial Mercator is a projection onto a cylinder that is
tangent to the parallel of tangency along the equator. Its point of
projection is found at the earth's center.

The Mercator, as it is normally identified, is a conformal chart,
with parallels appearing as straight parallel lines. Since it is con-

Vormal, the meridians must cross the parallels at 90° angles. To do
this, the meridians are projected as straight parallel lines that do
not converge toward the poles as they do on earth. The spaces
between the meridians have been stretched east and west to
change them from converging to parallel lines (Fig 30). ,

If the spaces between the meridians are stretched east and west,
then the spaces between the parallels must be stretched north
and south to keep the proportion or conformality (Fig 31).
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In Figure 32, note that the distance between parallels in both
diagranis are increasingly farther apart as the distance from the
Equator increases.

In projecting the earth's graticule and surface features onto any
chart, some distortion always occurs. The parallel (or point) of
tangency is the only area of a chart without distortion. Distor-
tion of features becomes greater as you move away from the
parallel of tangency. For this reason,. the Mercator is used only
for navigation within 60°' above and below the Equator.

Scale is correct only at the Equator. Since the distance between
parallels expands as the altitude increases, the scale that we use
for measuring distance in nautical miles ;also expands. When we
measure distance on the M5rcator, we pi us t always use the scale

Usable area within 30degrees
of the "pole (point of tangency)."

op,

4

Figure 29. Polar Stereographic Projection.
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STRETCH MERIDIANS TO

1

SIDE LIKE THIS

!Mi ...)/0..

Figure 30: Meridians ari stretched East and West on o Mercator Projection.

-T
STRETCH AWAY FROM

EQUATOR TO KEEP PROPORTION

OP 11

.1

Figure 31 Sinu Meridians or. stretched on a Mercotor Projection, Parallels must olio
be st
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Figure 32. The Mercator Projection showing how the distance between parallels
expand the further away. you move from the point of tangency.

at that specific latitude. To measure distances between two posi-
tions at different latitudes, we , use the scale at the mid-latitude
along the course.

The Mercator projection distorts the true appearance of a
rhumb line and a great eirclf. On the Mercator chart, a rhumb
line appears as a straight line, but a great circle appears as a
curved line (Fig 33). This is directly opposite from what is true
on a globe or the earth. The only great circle courses that appear
straight on a Mercator chart are those drawn along the Equator
or a meridian.

Thus far, we have looked at charts that are based on azimuthal
projections Gnomonic and stereographic) and cylindrical projec-
tions (Mercator). Another type of projection is the conic projection.

Most conic projections have their point of projection at the
earth's center. A simple conic projection is tangent along some
parallel of latitude between the Equator and a pole. Where the
equatorial Mercator is tangent to a parallel that is a great circle,
the conic projection is tangent to a parallel that is a small circle.
This line where the cone touches .the earth is called the parallel
of tangency (Fig 34). Another name for the parallel of tangency
is standard parallel.

Si
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Figure 33. Mercator.Proledions show Rhumb lines as straight lines and Great Circles
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Figure 35. A Secant Cone cuts the Earth at two points making two Standard Parallels.

A cone that cuts through the earth's surface at two parallels
is called a secant cone. Therefore, we have two points where
the cone contacts the earth giving two standard parallels (Fig 3$).

The chart used most in navigation is projected onto a secant
cone. It is called the Lambert Conformal Chart. We used this
type of projection on your flight to Talladega, and we saw that
the Atlanta sectional_ had the standard parallels 33°20' and
38°40'.

Since angles on the earth's surface are correctly shown on any
conformal ,chart, parallels and meridians on the Lambert Con-
formal's graticule intersect .at 90°. To do this, the Lambert Con-
formal's ,graticule shows meridians' converging and parallels as
arcs of parallel circles (Fig 36),

Distortion on the Lambert Conformal constantly increases be.
yond its two stapdard parallels. Ordinarily, there is very little dis-
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tortion between the standard
parallels. However, the larger the
distance between these standard
parallels, the more the distor-
tion. In any case; the Lanibert
Conformal should be used for
navigation between its standard
parallels. A gnomonic should not
be used for actual navigation.

A great circle course appears
as a straight line only on a gno-
monic projection. The Great
Circle route is a curved line on a
Mercator chart and approximates
a straight line on a Lambert
Conformal. A rhumb line is a
straight line on a Mercator and a
curved line on a Lambert Conformal projection.

When measuring the direction of a line, we use a meridian
as a reference line (See Appendix A). Direction is measured clock-
wise from the meridian. Since all meridians are parallel straight
lines on a Mercator, we can measure the direction of a rhumb
line using any meridian as a reference. To measure this line on
a Lambert Conformal, we must use the mid-meridian because the
line will have different directions when measured at different meri-
dians. This is necessary because meridians converge toward the
poles (Fig 37).

The Lambert Conformal has a nearly constant scale. When
measuring distance on the Lambert, we can use the scale at any
1ptitude between the two standard parallels. On h Mercator, the
distance must be measured using the scale of the mid-latitude
because the scale expands.

We have discussed only ..a few of the many chart projections.
At the present time, the Lambert Conformal is used more than
other charts.

OATION

aaestuvcsue
cant

Figure 36. Lambert Conformal qraticult. s
All angles are 90'

WORDS AND PHRASES TO REMEMBER

graticule
undevelopable surface
developable surface
projection -
point of tangency
standard parallel
point of projection
gnomonic projection .

stereographic projection
Gnomonic charts
polar stereographic chart
conformal 'chart
Mercator chart
parallel of tangency
secant cone
Lambert Conformal Chart



figure 37 A straight line course on a Lambert Conformal starts out at approximately
060 degrees, ends up aproxiMately 120 degrees. The average direction Is 090 degrees.

TIONS

I. Mitch the following on a piece of paper:

a. graticqle
b. Unkleillopable surface
c. developable surfac,
d. projection

I. orange peel
;. cylinder
3. transfer of graticule
4. parallels and meridians

2. Explain what the basic problem is in displaying the earth on charts.

3. What Are the three ,types of distortion found on charts?

4. What kind of distortion is cauted when the meridians and parallels do
not crass at 90? angles? ,

5. What are thi three considerations for clissification of projections?

6 What are the 'three basic geotrietric figures used in chart projection?

7. Naine three points .61 tangency for it plane.

9. What is the difference between a gnomonic and a stereographic projec-
tion?

10. Whit would be the characteristics of an Ideal chart? Are they possible?

'II. Ire gnomonic charts used for navigatiqn? Why?_

12. A gitat circle is a (straight/curved) line on a gnonionic projection.
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13. Polar stereographic charts may be used for navigation only within
degrees of the point of tangepcy

.a. 10
b. 20
c. 30
d.60

14. What is the most Important characteristic for air navigation charts?

15. Name the advantages of a conformal chart.

16. Name two types of conformal charts.

17. Where is the area on a chart with the least distortion?

18. The Mercator chart is used for navigation between two points that are:
a. 60E to 60W
b. 60N to 60S
c. 90N to 90S
d. 0!E/W to 1,80E/W

. 19. Distortion (increases:decreases) as you move away fro the point of
tangency.

20. How do we measure distance on a Mercator?

21. On a Mercator, the rhumb line is (curved,'straight) and the great circle
is (curved/straight). Are there exceptions?

22. Name an example of an azimuthal, cylindrical, and conic projection.

23. The point of projection for conk projections is usually where?

24. True or False. The point of tangency 1ctr a conic projection is a great
circle.

25. What is a secant cone?

26. Which chart Is mast used for Jilt navigation?

27. Lambert Conformal Charts have bow many points of tangency? What
are they called?.Why are they important?

28. True or False. A. great circle is a straight line on a Lambert Conformal
Chart.

29. We normally use a (meridian/parallel) to measure a direction.

30. How do we measure direction on a Mercator? A Lambert Conformal?

31. How- do we measure distance on a Lambert Conformal?

THINGS TO DO

.1. Use two different types of projections, preferably a Lambert Conformal
and a Mercator, and measure the true course and distance between two
points at least 1,000 miles apart.' Describe the differences of distance,
difficulties in measuring course and distance, and the distance between
the courses at the point of greatest separation.

.
'
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2. Collect examples of as many different kinds of chart projections as you
can find. Point out their uses and disadvantages. Give a short explanation
of how they were developed..

3. Buckminister Fuller developed a projection that is claimed to be without
distortion. It is called a Dymaxion. Conduct research on this projection
and Deport on it. Include in your report the reason why this apparently
amazing work has not received much attention.

i
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Chapter

Navigation Instruments

I'

. IN THIS CHAPTER, the basic instruments necessaytfor ele-
mentary navigation are discussed. Also discussed are various
altitudes and headings. After studying this chapter, you should
be able to:, (1) understand the uses of the basic navigation
instruments, ,(2) explain how five types of altitude differ, (3).
understand headings used in Air Navivtion, and (4) explain
the difference between magnetic compass and a gyro-
compass.

I N USING the four elements of navigationposition, time, direction,
and distancefor your flight to Talladega in Chapter 2, we

used certain instruments that are basic to all navigation. One of the
primary instruments is the clock. To insure that you made good
your planned airspeed, you used the airspeed indicator. You
climbed to 5,500 feet and changed altitudes several times. No do
this, you used the altimeter. On your flight, you talked of direc-
tion only in very broad terms. Anyone who has flown knows
that, in reality,, you should have figured compass headings for
each part of your flight. To follow these headings, you use the
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aircraft compass. This illustrates the use of the four basic navi-
gation instruments: (1) a clock, (2) airspeed indicator, (3) altim-
eter, and (4) compass (Fig 38).

Instruments mechanically measure physical quantities or prop-
erties with varying degrees of accuracy. Most of the pilot/naviga-
tor's work consists of figuring corrections to the indications of vari-
ous instruments and applying the results to find the four elements
of the navigation, problem.

.The instruments that we discuss in this chapter are the absolute
Minimum necessary for flying today. As we shall see later, there
are many more sophisticated navigation instruments. Also, the
FAA has now recommended that all private pilots be taught to
perform each flight maneuver with both visual references out-
side of the aircraft and by reference to instruments only. Although
this instruction is not compulsory, it is required that private pilots
be able to control aircraft attitude by instruments alone. This re-
quirement adds the attitude or turn-and-bank indicator to the list
of basic instruments for navigation. Flying by instruments in this
manner is called flying "needle, ball, and airspeed." Attitude in-
dicators are covered in Theory of Aircraft Flight. -

.1wie Ma Mil MO OM. ONO >11641111

figure 38.05asie Navigation Instruments.
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NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS

THE CLOCK

The clock is the simplest instrument and one of the most im-
portant instruments for navigation. The estimated time of arrival
(ETA Is frequently updated. On your flight in Chapter 2, we
feferred o your flying time and compared it with the preplanned
times throughout the flight. One of the first indications of trouble
occurs when you start to miss your planned times over check-
points. This usually, means that wind shifts have occurred.

Fuel consumption is computed in time. Any changes in time
affect the amount of fuel that you will have at your destination.
If you start out with three hours of fuel on board and run into
situations that start extending your flying time (such as avoiding
weather or getting lost), you must figure your fuel very closely.

Any good timepiece is suitable for indicating elapsed ,time, and
it is not necessary' to .have an elaborate clock or chronometer
for simple navigation. One technique used by some pilots to minimize
errors in calculating elapsed flight time is to set the aircraft clock at
12 o'clock upon leaving the airport. With thi arrangement, the pilot
can read elapsed flight time at a glance. He an easily obtabythe
correct time of day from his own wristwatch.

AIRSPEED INDICATOR

An airspeed indicator measures an aircraft's speed in flight
rather than its groundspeed. Airspeedja_the speed of an aircraft
with respect to the air through which it moves. Groundspeed is
the speed of an aircraft measured by the distance that an aircraft
travels over the ground in a given time. Because these two speeds
often differ, it is important that pilots do not confuse them. The
airspeed indicator consists of a pitot tube, airtight diaphragm, a
linkage assembly, and a dial with a pointer (Fig 39). It *measures
the difference between the increased air pressure caused by the
motion of the craft and the pressure of air contained in the case
of the airspeed indicator.

As the speed of an aircraft increases, the impact air increases
over the pitot tube and the static or undisturbed air remains the
same within the instrument case. This different' in pressure
causes the diaphragm to expand, forcing the dial that is attached
by mechanical' linkage to move and indicate the airspeed upon
the face Of the indicator. This ,indication may appear in miles
per hour or knots, or both, depending upon The type of instru-
ment. Most indicators now read airspeed in knots.
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'Rev 1,c-diallegtF--- 4=1

Figure 39.' Airspeed Indicator Component Parts.

t

The accuracy of t1;e instrument is affected by instrument error,
installation error, and the density of the ail.: Corrections can be
,made by having the indicator checked periodically to insure its
accuracy.

We now discuss three kinds of airspeed: (1) indicated air-
speed, (2) .calibrated airspeed, and (3) true airspeed.

Indicated airspeed ((AS) is the instrument reading taken di-
rectly from theleirspeed indicator. It has not been corrected for
any variation in atmospheric kressure; installation error, or instru-
ment error.

Calibrated airspeed (CAS) is airspeed that has been corrected
for installation error and possible instrument error. Since it is im-
possible to eliminate all instrument error, ere is always a need
to compensate for this error. At certain spe ds and altitudes, the
installation and instrument errors may ammo to several miles per
hour. The ...greatest potential for error lies n the low airspeed
range. IndiCated airspeed and calibrated rspeed are normally
about the, same in the high altitude and cruisii% airspeed range.
TO determine the calibrated, airspeed, pilots refer to the airspeed
calibration charts, which indicate errors caused by the instruments
or installation. These charts are usually placed near the airspeed
indicator or are included within the Airplane Flight Manual or
owner's manual.,
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Since leaks may develop in the airspeed indicator assembly, it
is important to take good care of the entire system. Dirt, dust,
ice, and snow may damage the system and render the4,indicator
inoperable. Even regular aircraft vibrations may influence /he sensi-
tive mechanism, resulting in erroneous readings. Therefore, it is
imperative that the indicator be checked periodically to assure op-
erating effectiveness.

It is often difficult to determine the actual or true airspeed
(TAS) of an aircraft. An airspeed indicator registers airspeed
based on standard sea level conditions. Standard sea level, con-
ditions exist when atmospheric pressure is 29.92 and the tempera-
ture is 15°C (55°F). As an aircraft flies to a higher altitude, the
air density decreases, creating errors in indicators of true airspeed.
In other words, for a given indicated airspeed, true airspeed in-
creases with increasing altitude.

Pilots use several methods to find their true airspeed. The first
method, that of using a computer, is the most accurate. This
method corrects the calibrated airspeed for temperature and air
pressure by using the airspeed correction scale on the computer.
See Appendix B for an exa ple of this method.

The second of finding the true airspeed is not as ac-
curate as the first, but it is acceptable when there is no com-
puter aboard. The simple rule is to add two percent of the in-
dicated airspeed to the indicated airspeed for each 1,000 feet of
altitude. For example, the indicated airspeed is 120 mph at an
altitude of 4,000 feet. The true airspeed would then be:

2% x 120 = 2.40
2.40 x 4 = 9.60
120 + 9.60 = 129.6 mph (T .S)

A third method is similar to the one above. Simply add two
mph to the indicated airspeed for each 1,000 feet of altitude. If
we use the figures from the last example, we sec that this method
gives us an answer of 128 mph (TAS). Neither of these two
answers is precisely correct, but these computations give quick ap-
proximations, and they "'in- used frequently by )pilots. Many mod-
ern aircraft are equipped with true airspeed indicators that require
no corrections.

We need TAS to determine the; groundspeed (GS) or the speed
that we are moving over the ground. How we find GS using
TAS is explained later.
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ALTIMETER ,

9,
The altimeter mosures altitude, the vertical distance above a

level plane of reference, such as sea level. Because the altimeter
gives altitude-information, it is one of the most important instru-
ments in an airplane. Most light planes use an aneroid barometer as
an altimeter. It meas es the atmospheric pressure at flight level,
that is, the weig of the air above the craft. As previously
noted in another section, air pressure (or air weight) decreases
as altitude increases. As air pressure around the altimeter's sealed
diaphragm decreases, the diaphragm expands.

When the airplane returns to a lower altitude and the atmos-
pheric pressure increases, the diaphragm contracts. The results of
this expansion and contraction are transmitted by levers and gears-
to indicator hands An the dial of the altimeter. The pressure alti-
tude is shown on the dial as feet above 'sea level.

There are many types of altimeters in use today. One of the
most common altimeters has a dial face graduated with numerals
from 0 through 9. The three pointers on the face of the altim-
eter each represent different altitude measurements. The 100 -
foot indicator makes one complete revolution for each 1,000 feet
of altitude. Each numerical reading is made in hundreds of feet,
for this pointer.

The intermediate, or second pointer, makes one full revolution
for each 10,000 feet. of change in altitude. This scale is then read
in thousands of feet. The third pointer reads in tens of thousands,
and one revolution represents 100,000 feet. This is illustrated in
Figure 40, where the altitude displayed is 9,570 feet. The cross-
hatched "Low Altitude Warning Symbol" slowly decreases as the
aircraft climbs, and it disappears as the aircraft passes through
14,000 feet. Another example of altimeters is shown in Figure 41.

With an increase in altitude, the altimeter will give readings
that are not exactly 'correct. To obtain exact readings, the indi;
cated reading must's fie .corrected for atmospheric pressure, vtem-
per4ure, and instrtunenCerror.

To achieve vertical clearance, all aircraft in a given area are
given a particular presOre level known as an altimeter setting.
Altimeter settings may be generally defined as the pressure re-
duced to sea level in . inches of mercury for a given reporting
station. Prior to takeoff, the pilot should set the altimeter with the
correct altimeter setting. This setting is furnished by the tower
and is set on the barometric scale of his altimeter.

Setting the altimeter results in a reading of indicated altitude.
Flying at an indicated altitude insures traffic separation, since
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100Foot
Pointer

Figure 40. ThreePainter Altimeter.
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INDICATED ALTITUDE IS 1.090 FEET

1000-Foot
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Barometric
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Barometric
Pressure

Set Knob

Figure 41. Counter-Pointer Altimeter.
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all properly set altimeters in the area are equally affected by what-
ever pressure and temperature conditions may exist. Pilots need
not make allowance for nonstandard atmospheric conditions but
must keep their altimeters adjusted to the latest altimeter setting
These .settings can be obtained from radio stations or control
towers along the, route.

If no means were available to change the altimeter setting, flight
would be extremely hazardous, especially over mountainous areas
A change of 1,10 of an inch of mercury in the pressure setting will
result in a change. of 100 feet in altitude. If there is a change of
one inch in the pressure setting, the altimeter reading will be
changtd by 1,000 feet. While flying along a flight path, the
pilot must set his altimeter to the readings given by the nearest
stations. At higher altitudes above 18,000 ft, eveiyone uses an
altimeter setting of 29.92. The altimeter can be one of the most
important ot, the navigational instruments, and every pilot must
understand its restrictions. Careful usage coupled with periodic
checimre necessary.

TYPES OF ALTITUDE

Pilots are usually concerned with five different types of altitude
(Fig 42):

Absolute altitude: height of an aircraft above the terrain
over whicht is flying.

Indicated altitude: uncorrected altitude read directly from the
altimeter after it has been set at the current altimeter setting,
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Situ* 42, Types of Altitude.
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Pressure altitude: altitude read from the altimeter when the
setting is adjusted to 29.92; used to compute density altitude,
true airspeed, true altitude, etc.

Density altitude: the pressure altitude corrected for temper-
ature variations; important because it is directly related to air-
craft takeoff and climb performance.

True altitude: actual height above sea level of an aircraft;
the actual altitude, usually expressed as MSL, for example, "9,500
feet MSL"; MSL is mean sea level. Airport, terrain, and obsta-
cle elevations are stated in terms of true altitudes.

CalitPASS

A compass is an instrument that indicates direction. Two basic
types of compasses are currently used.

The magnetic compass uses as a reference the lines of force
of the earth's magnetic field. Even though the earth's field is
usually distorted by the presence of other local magnetic fields,
the magnetic compass has been the most widely used.

The gytocompass uses an arbitrary fixed point in spice de-
termined by the initial alignment of the gyroscope axis. Com-
passes of this type are widelyused today.

The magnetic compass is reliable, and it will give good navi-
gational results if used carefully. Even modern aircraft hive g-
netic compass that is used as a standby compass in case of f ure
of the electrical system required for the operation of the gyro-
compass. There are two parts of the magnetic compass thkt are

lc important io us: the compass carfit and the lubber line.
The coMpass card (Fig 43) is mounted in a bowl filled with

fluid. This fluid partially floats the card, taking sonic of the weight
off the pivot that supports it. Magnets mounted on the card re-
main aligned with magnetic north as the aircraft turns. A com-
pass rose, gradukted in one-degree intervals on some models, and
in five-degree interval on others, is attached to the card. The
cOmpais is read through a glass window. Down the centet' of the
window is a lubber' line where the heading is indicated.,

Concealed in the compass on the .opposite side from the win-
dow is an expansion-contraction cell that provides for expansion
and contraction of the liquid caused' by changing temperatures.
On top of the confpass case are two stnall magnets that can be
rotated Co adjust the compass.

In solving the direction element of the navigation problem, we
work with coprseNheading, and track. When working with a mag-
netic .compass, we are concerned with three kinds of headings.
true heading, magnetic hpaiclg, and compass heading.
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Figure 43, Magnetic Compass.

True heading (TH) is the. direction of the aircraft in relation
to geographic north. Unfortunately, compasses do not use geo-
graphic north as their reference. The actual reference of compasses..
is a point offset from north called magnetic north. This difference
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Figure 44 Isogonic linos conned points with the same Variation
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between the two references is called variation (VAR). Variation
has been measured at a great many places throughout the world,
and thq yalues have been plotted on charts. A line may be drawl
\trough all points with the same variation. Such lines are called

onic lines (Fig:44). . .

Isogonic lines are printed on navigation charts. If you know your
approximate position, you can determine the amount of variation
for your flight. Variation is listed on charts as east or west. When
variation is east, magnetic north is east of true north. Similarly,
when variation is west, magnetic north is west of true north.
Magnetic variation must be applied to a compass heading to
obtain a true heading. . .

Another error to .be corrected is deviation. Deviation is caused
by nearby magnetic influences, such as those related to magnetic
material in the structure of the aircraft and its electrical systems.
For this reason, deviation is different and must be determined
for each aircraft. The process of determining deviation is known
as a compass swing. Deviation is different for every heading.

Figure 45. Compass Corrociion Card.
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Deviation is labeled east and west, an.. it is also recorded on a
compass correction card (Fig 45) usually mounted neat the com-
pass to which it refers. From the example shown, we know that,
to fly a magnetic heading of 090, we must steer 092.

The corrections for variation and deviation are expressed as plus
or minus values and are computed as corrections to true heading.
If variation or deviation is east, the sign of the correction is minus,
and if west, the sign is plus. There is an easy way to remember this.
There once was an ancient ship captain who was renowned as
the world's greatest navigator. Ire had one mysterious quirk, how-
ever. He always carried a little black box, and, every once in a
while, he would piek into it. No one else was ever allowed to
see the contents of the box. One day, the great navigator died,
and, while going through his personal effects, his crew came across
his little black box. The temptation was too great, and they opened
the box and peered inside. There was written, "Oriens Est Min-
imus, et Occidens Est Maximus," (East is least and West is best).
Subtract east variation and deviation and add west. It since has be-
come the navigator's motto.

Magnetic heading (MH) differs from true heading by the amount
of variation. Compass heading (CH) differs from true heading
by the amount of variation and deviation (Fig 46).

Most pilots express these relationships on some type of log,
Thus, if an aircraft is flying in an area where the, variation is

10°E and the compass has a deviation of 3°E, the relations*
would be expressed as follows for a true heading of 138°:

TH VAR MH DEV CH
138 10 = 128 3 = ?

The compass heading would be 125°. If you have a CH = 130
in the same aircraft and in the same area, the problem would
be as follows:

TH VAR MH DEV CH
? 10 133 3 130

The TH would be 143°. The clue is to remember that the
collections are applied from left to right. If you start on the right,
the corrections are'reversed.'

k Unfortunately, variation and deviation are not the only errors
of a magnetic compass. Additional errors, such as northerly turn-
ing error and speed error, are caused by the motion of the air-

y craft. If you start flying, these errors will be introduced, and you
will be shown how to compensate for them.
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TH . VAR MH DEV CH
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138 10 128 3. -125
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MAGNETIC
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TO FIND
ttE HEADING:

TH vAR
r-

MH DEV CH

7 10 7 3 125

138 10 .128 3 125

Figure 46. Headings.

To overcome the motion errors and the deviation error, the

gyrocompass was developed and is used extensively. The devia-
tion error is overcome by placing the compass direction sensing
mechanism outside the magnetic fields created by electrical cir-

cruits in the aircraft, such as thq outer edge of the wing. Indica-
tors for the compass system can then be placed in the aircraft.
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Since this compass is gyrostabilized, all errors induced by air-
craft motion are eliminated. Since deviation is eliminated, the CH
and MH are equal. Therefore, only variation has to be applied
to TH to get CH.

WORDS AND PHRASES TO REMEMBER

.. attitude indicator
turn-and-bank indicator
airspeed

'r

pitot tube
indicated airspeed (IAS)
calibrated airspeed (CAS)
true airspeed (TAS)
altimeter
altitude'
absolute altitude
indicated altitude
pressure altitude
density altitude
true altitude

MSL
compass
magnetic compass
compass card
lubber line .
true heading (TH)
magnetic north
variation (VAR)
Isogonic lines
deviation
compass swing
"East is least and West is best"
magnetic heading (MH)
compass heading (CH)
gyrocompass

QUESTIONS.

1. Name the four basic Instruments needed for elementary navigation.

2. What do instruments do?

3. Another name for the needle and ball is indrcator.

4. True or False. The FAA requires that private pilots be able to control
aircraft altitude by instruments alone.

S. True or False. Fuel consumption is figured in miles-per-gallon.

6." List the four components of the airspeed indicator system.

7. Explain how airspeed is measured.

8. Name three things that induce error in the airspeed Indicator.

9. True or False. Calibrated airspeed is airspeed read directly off the
indicator with no correction applied.

10. The greatest potential for airspeed error occurs at (low, high) airspeeds.

11. True or False. TAS is most accurate when found by using a computer.

12. True airspeed (increases;detreases) with an increase in altitude.
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13. Using one of the shorthand methods of figuring true airspeed, find the
approximate true airspeeds:

Altitude IAS TAS
3000' 100K
4500' 110K
5000' 120K
6000' 140K

14. Most altimeters in light airplanes are an apparatus.
15. Altimeiers in most light aircraft measure the weight of the air (above,

below) the aircraft.

16. The altimeter cross-hatch as the aircraft
descends.
a. remains constant
b.. disappears
c. gets larger
d. gets smaller

17. Name three corrections that need to be made to obtain exact altimeter
readings.

1g. The altimeter setting is set on the scale.

19. True.or False. Every aircraft flying yi a local area should have the same
altimeter setting.

20. A change from an altimeter setting of 29.92 to a setting of 30.02 will
result in a change of feet in altitude.

21. 10,000 feet MSL is an example of
a. absolute altitude
b. true altitude
c. indicated altitude
d. density altitude

22. What are the two basic types of compasses in use? How do they differ?

23. What two parts of a magnetic compass are we most concerned with?

24. Explain the parts of a magnetic compass.

25. Name three kinds of headings and explain how they differ.

26. If you are one-half way between the isogonic lines 4E and 0`, what
is your variation correction?

27. Solve for the following headings:

TH VAR MH DEV CH

6E 1 123

235 1W +4
000 21E +1

6W 3 180

28. How is deviation compensated for in a gyrocompass system?

29. With a gyrocompass, CH equals
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THINGS TO DO

1. Get a chart of the common aircraft instrument pact and identify the
different instruments and their use.

2. Try to get a cutaway of the various instruments showing the actions of
the instrument diaphragms and other apparatus. Report to the class, by
demonstration, how each of these instruments works.

3. Go to a local airport and ask how they swing compasses. See if you
can be available to help with a compass swing. Report to the class on
the procedures.

4. Go to the nearest weather station, either military or FAA, and find out . -
how they figure the local altimeter setting. Report to the class on how
this is accomplished.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUR1HER READING

US Air Force AFM 51-37, Instrument Flying, Washington, DC, Department
of the Air Force, 1971.

US Air Force AFM 51-40, Air Navigation, Vol 1, Washington, DC, De-
partment of the Air Force, 1968.

LYON, THOBURN C., Practical Air Nai,igation, Denver, Colorado. Jeppeson,
1972.

SANDERSON, Ai.iation Fundamentals, Denver, Colorado. Sanderson, 1972.
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Chapter 6

Dead Reckoning
gik

IN THIS CHAPTER, you study the fundamentals of navigation.
Thesi,fundamentols, or bask methods, are called dead reckon-
ing -(Ditrpracedurei.-Ifiti:Wari lipe,Cialfi.impOrkint- Chapter
since some elements of dead reckoning are used 'on every
flight., After studying. this chapter; you should_ be able to;
(1) understand the elements cif dead reckoning used in pre-
flight planning. and in flight navigation, (2) figure true course
and, track and (3) understand,the wind triangle and its °PO-
-cation:. ".'

THERE IS A STORY that ancient mariners told new sailors aspiring
to be navigators. In warning young lads of the horrible things

that could happen if the ship got lost, old salts. would say, "If
you don't reckon' right, you're gonna be dead." Some people
claim that this. was the origin of the term dead reckoning.

Dead reckoning (DR) is the basic method of navigation. In
reality, the _term did come from the early mariners, but the origin

,-- of the term came from the 'ship's log book. Navigators of old de-
duced their positions at any given time by using the distances
and directions that their vessels had gone since passing or leav-
ing a known position. Such positions were determined at frequent'
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intervals and were entered in the ship's log book under a column
headed by the abbreviation "ded. pos.," for "deducted position."
The reckoning necessary to obtain the information for these en-
tries was known as "ded reckoning." Over the years, through pop-
ular usage, "ded reckoning.; became "dead reckoning."

The major idea behind dead reckoning navigation is to know,
by preflight planning and inflight checking, the position of the
aircraft at any given time. DR navigation enables, the pilot or
navigator to determine the position of his aircraft and to direct
it from place to place. He accomplishes this by measuring or
calculating and keeping account of navigational factors, such as di-
rection, distance, time, wind, and speed. By using his flight plan,
a pilot may glance at his information and determine how the fight
is progressing.

It is possible, using only the basic instruments explained in the
previous chapter, to navigate directly to any place in the world.
How:ver, navigation is only as accurate, as the information avail-
able. Instruments are not always exact, corrections figured on the
ground aren't exactly true in the air, and, even though most pilots
find it hard to admit, their ability. to hold exact airspeeds, altitudes,
and headings is not always perfect. For this reason, the result of
DR should not be considered an exact point but a probable posi-
tion from which you tan start using some other' navigational aids.
Therefore, such things as celestial, radar, LORAN, pilotage, etc,
should be considered as navigation aids. These aids are known pri-
marily as fixing aids, and they provide information from which
winds, groundspeeds, and alterations to the path of the aircraft
can be computed. Proficiency in DR procedures is indispensable
if full use is made of these aids to navigation.

The factors that are used in DR include:
1. True course (TC)
2 True airspeed (TAS)
3. Wind direction (W)
4. Wind velocity (V)
5. True heading (TH)
6. Groundspeed (GS)

To understand how these are derived and put to use, we must
understand the wind triangle. Any vehicle, traveling on the ground
moves in the direction in which it is steered or headed. Ground
vehicles are affected very little by wind. An aircraft, on the other
hand, seldom travels in exactly the direction in which it is headed.
This is caused by the wind effect.

The horizontal motion of air over the earth's surface is called
wind. Wind direction (W) is the direction from which wind moves.
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Thus, a wind that blows from the south toward the north has a
direction of 180'. The wind velocity (V) is stated in knots. When-
ever a wind is reported, the, wind direction and velocity are
combined and reported as a W/V. For example, a wind from the
west blowing east at 20k is reported as W/V, 270 ° /20k.

Consider the effect of wind on a balloon that has no propul-
sion of its own. In Figure 47, a balloon is launched at point A
at 0900. If the wind is 270°/20k, where is the balloon at 1000?
Think pf the balfilon as floating in a body of air that moves from
270° toward 90° at 20k. In one hour, the body of air moves
20nm, and the balloon moves with it. Thus, in the illustration,
at 1000, the balloon reaches point B, 20nm from point A in the
direction of 90-. A balloonist never feels any wind because he is
suspended in the body of air and moves with it. Consequently,
no air moves past him. A balloon in the air is like an empty
bottle floating slow'n a river, it travels with the current.

Any free object in the air [doves downwind with the speed of
the wind. This is just as ttue of an aircraft as it is of a balloon. If

Figur 47 balloon Floats Downwind at rot. *quo! to Wind Spood
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an aircraft is flyitig in a 20k wind, the body of air in which it is
flying moves 20nm in one hour. Therefore, the aircraft also moves
20nm downwind in one hour. This movement occurs in addition
to the forward movement of the aircraft through the body of air.

The path of an aircraft over the earth is determined by two fac-
tors: (1) the motion of the aircraft through the air mass and (2)
the motion of the air mass across the earth's surface. The motion
of the aircraft through the air mass is directly forward in response
to the pull of the propellers or thrust of the jets. The rate of
forward movement is true airspeed (TAS). The motion takes
place in the direction of true heading (TH). The motion of the
air mass is the wind.

An aircraft's movement over the ground is comparable to a
boat crossing a river. If the river has no current, a boat started
at one shore of the river and rowed directly across the river would
reach a point on the opposite shore directly across from its start-
ing point. However, if there is a current, the boat will be carried
downstream (Fig 48). Until the boat eventually reaches the op-
posite shore. Vie displacement downstream depends on the veloc-
ity or speed and direction of the current. Another factor affect-
ing the point of landing is the speed of the boat.

The aircraft in Figure 49 departs from point A on a heading
of 360° and flies for one hour in a wind of 270°20k. The air-
craft is headed toward point B, directly north of A. If there were
no wind, the aircraft would be at point B at the end of the hour.
However, there is a wind. The body of air in which the air-
craft is flying moves 20nm toward the east during the hour, and
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flu', 49 In 04 Hour, Amcraft Dnfts Dqwnwmd and Amounts Equal to Wind Speed.

the aircraft moves with I.. Consequently, at the end of the hour,
the aircraft is located at point C, 20nm downwind from point B.
The line AB is the path of the aircraft through the body of air,
the line BC shows the motion of the body of air, and the line
AC is the actual path of the aircraft over the earth. Lines AB,
BC, and AC are vectors, of lines, that show speed by the length
of the line and direction by the orientation of the hne. The navi-
gation symbols used for each of these vectors are shoWn in Figure
50

The path over the ground is track (TR). In Chapter 3, we
learned that the true course (TC) is the intended path of the
aircraft over the earth's surface Track is the actual path that the
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MR VECTOR (TH-TAS)
True heading and airspeed

GROUND VECTOR (TR-GS)
Track and grold speed

WIND VECTOR (W/V)
Wind direction and speed >>>

Figur 50. Standard Plotting Symbols for Vectors.

it
aircraft has flown over the earth's surface. TC is future and TR is
past.

The difference between TR or TC and true heading (TH) is
the displacement of the aircraft caused by the wind. This displace-
ment is called drift. It is expressed as the angle between TH and
TR. When an aircraft drifts right, the drift is referred to as right
drift.

Any given wind will cause a different drift for every heading.
For e4ample, if an aircraft were flying a heading of 360' and
maintaining a TAS of 120k, it would have a right drift of 9"
with the 270°/20k wind. If the aircraft turned to a heading of
120', the drift would decrease to approximately 4' and would
be left drift.

A change of heading will also affect the distance flown over
the earth's surface in alii,en time. With a given wind, the ground-
speed (GS) varies on different headings. Using the same problem
as before, TH 360', TAS I20k, W/V 270°/20k, the GS is
122k. When we turn to a heading- of 120', the GS increases*
to about 138k. Figure 51 shows the effect of a 270- /20k wind \-
on the GS and TR of an aircraft flying THs of 000', 090', 180°,
and 270°

We have now seen how wind affects an aircraft in flight. In
attempting to fly from point A to point B, we could let the wind
drift us to point C and turn into the wind to fly to our destina-
jion B. This is not very practical, since it would extend our flight
unnecessarily.

The simPlest way to correct for wind is to head the aircraft up-
wind to m intain the TC. This is called correcting for drift or

#
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drift correction. aFtle angle BAC in Figure 52 is the correction
that is applied to, a TC to find the TH.

The amount of drift correction must be enough to compensate
for the amount of drift on the particular h'eading. The drift cor-
rection angle must be equal to the drift angle. If drift is made
to the right, drift correction must be made to the left or minus.
The drift correction angle is measured in the opposite direction
of the drift and giNen a sign of plus or minus. Keep in mind that
the compass rose increases clockwise, or to the right.

Figure 53 shows the drift correction necessary in a 270'20k
wind if the aircraft is to make good a TC of 000', 090°, 180°,
or 270°. Note that, to reach point-13 or D, the aircraft need
make no drift correction. To reach point A or C, the aircraft
must head upwind. This mean that, to reach point A, the air-
craft must correct to eft apply a minus (-) drift correc-
tion, and, to reach po nt C, correct to the right or apply a
plus (+) drift correc ion. to find the TH to make good a TC,
you must compute a drift orrection and apply it to TC (TC .--4--

drift correction = TH).,

WIND

270' /20k

c

Pt Figur 51 00 of Wind on Aircraft flying in Opposit Diricbons
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WIND
2703 / 20k

< 4

Figur 52. Aircraft Heads Upwind to Correct for Drift

When the drift is left, correct to the right, and the sign of the
correction is plus. When the dnft is right, correct to the left and
the sign of correction is minus.

1%1\ I) 110 I, \ (.1 I

We need not let the wind carry us where it will. We have
found that, by turning .upwind, we ban correct for the wind's
effect on the aircraft. This is fine, but we also must find a method
of determining the appropriate correction required for us to roach
our destination. One method of doing this is to use the wind
triangle and vector solution methods. For example, TH, TAS, and
W/ V may be known, but we need to Lind TR and GS.

The vector displaying either TAS and TH, TR and GS, or
W/ V can be drawn on paper as a straight 141e. The direction
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of this line is the angle measured c kwise from true north. The
length of the line shows the magnitude or speed of TAS, GS, and
V. Arrowheads should be drawn eq the line to avoid any mis-
understanding of its direction (Fig 54).

Two or more vectors can be added together by placing the tail
of each succeeding vector at the head of the previous vector.
These vectors are known as component vectors. The sum of the
component vectors can be determined by connecting, with a
straight line, the tail of one vector to the head of the %her. This
sum is known as the resultant vector. By its construction, the
resultant vector forms a closed figure as shown in Figure 55.
Notice that the resultant is the same regardless of the order as
long as the tail of' one vector is connected to the head of the
other.

A vector illustration showing the effect of the wind on the flight
of an aircraft is called a wind triangle. To develop the wind tri-
angle, we use three vectors. the air vector, the wind vector, and
the ground vector.

RIGHT DRIFT
REQUIRES A LEFT

OR (-4 DRIFT
CORRECTION.

LEFT DRIFT
REQUIRES A RIGHT
OR (4i MUT
CORRECTION.

TAILWIND CY DRIFT

1
is!. °so.I. I

...

Figure 53 Maintaining Court,* in Wind
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DIRECTION (070')
VECTOR

MAGNITUDE (200 knots)

Figure 54. A Vector has both Magnitude and Direction

COMPONENT

Draw canpormants tail to
head in any order,
resultant is theAamo

<Figure 55 Resultant Vector is Sum of Component Vectors
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The-air vector is made up of TH and TAS. The wind vector
isWV. It is connected to, the air vector so that the tail of the
wind vector is attached to the head of the air vector. A line con-
necting the tail of the air vector with the head of the wind vector

ar is the resultant of the two component vectors. This resultant is the
ground vector, and it depicts TR and GS. You must use the same
scale to show GS, V, and TAS. Remember that the wind always
blows the aircraft front TH to TR.

Consider what the wind triangle shows. In Figure 56, an air-
craft departs from point A on the TH of .360° at a TAS of 150k.
In one hour, if there is no wind, it reaches a point B at a dis-,
tance. of 150 nm. Line AB shows the direction and distance
that the aircraft has flown. The length of AB shows the TAS
of the aircraft. Thus, AB represents the velocity of the aircraft
through the air, and it is the air vector. /

Suppose the wind were blowing from 270:', at' 30k. We then--
draw the wind vector (using W/V) from the . head of the air
vector. The length BC represents the speed of the wind drawn to
the same scale as the TAS.

The line AC is the ground vector, which is the result of the
wind, blowing on the aircraft as it flew its TH and TAS for a
one-hour period. The length of AC repreSents the groundspeed
drawn to the same scale as the TAS and wind speed. The line
AC is the. resultant of AB and .BC.

Measuring4the length of AC determines that ithe GS is 1 sak.
Measuring the drift angle, BAC, and applying it to the TH of
360' results in the TR of 011°.

If two vectors in a wind triangle are known, the third one can
be found by drawing a diagram and measuring, the parts. For in-
stance, suppose that, after flying for one hour, we know that we
have maintained a TH of 360' and TAS of 150k. Through pilot-
age, we know that, in this same period, we had :made good a
TR of 011" .and GS of 153k. By drawing these two vectors and
making sure that their tails are connected, we can find the WV.
All that we 'need to do' is to measure the remaining vector,' and
the result will be W/V.

The wind triangle includes six things. three speeds and three
directions. Problems involving these six .quantities make up the
major part of dead .reckoning navigation.

There are three methods of solving the wind triangle. It may
be solved by trigonometric tables, however, the accuracy of this
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Figure 56. Wind Triangle

method far exceeds the accuracy of the, data available and of the
resultS needed. We have already studied a second method of
solving, the wind triangle. We used, a chart to draw two vectors
so that we could measure the vector representing the unknown
quantities. A third method is to solve the wind triangle on the wind
face of the computer. This method is explained in Appendix B.
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WORDS AND PHRASES TO REMEMBER

dead reckoning (DR) drift correction
wind direction (W) component vectors
wind velocity (V) resultant vector
W/V wind triangle
velocity air vector
vector wind vector
track (TR) ground vector
drift

QUESTIONS,

1. The basic method of navigation is

2. Dead reckoning is used for:
a. preflight planning
b. !alight checking
c. Both a and b
d. None of the above

3. True or False. The position obtained from DR should be considered a
precise point.

4. Celestial, radar, LORAN, and pilotage are used to:
a. replace DR

.b. find a known position
c. update DR position
d. b and c

5. The six factors used in DR navigation are:
a. d.
b. e.
c. f.

6. Aircraft very seldom travel in the direction they are headed because of

7. A wind vector is plotted (to/from) the direction it moves.

8. An object flying in a wind moves (downwind/upwind).

9. Draw the symbols used to depict the following vectors:
a. Air vator
b. Ground vector
c. Wind vector

10. True or False. A wind of 180/60k will affect an aircraft on a TH of
090 differently than an aircraft on a heading of 180.

11. Given: W, V 345, 30k. Find/the CS of an aircraft flying a TAS of 120K
for headings of 345 and 165.

12. Drift = Drift Angle.
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13. Solve the following:

Drift Drift Correction
9 Right +3
4 Left 6'

14. FM in the blanks by referring to what you have learned in chapters 5
and 6.

Var =
I" Drift Correction =

15. The length of a vector depicts

16. A wind triangle is made up of three vectors. What are they? What are
the components of each?

17. In a wind vector, the tail of the wind vector is connected to the
of the air vector. The tall of the ground vector is connected

to the of the wind vector. The of the
air vector is connected to the of the ground vector.

18. True or False. All speeds or magnitudes on a wind triangle must be
drawn to the same scale.

19. Name three methods of solving the wind triangle.

THINGS TO DO'

1. Construct a wind triangle to find the missing elements:

TH 080
TAS 150k
TC 070 340
GS 152k 160k
W 220
V 20k

2. Find a flight log and figure all the headings and speeds for a flight from
the closest airport to an airport over 100nm away. Obtain the wind for
your altitude from the weather station serving your airport.

3. Using Appendix B, solve the problems in No 1 above by using the com
puter wind face. Check how close your answers are.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READINGS

US Air Force AFM 51-40, Air Nasiganon, Vol 1, Washington, DC. Depart-
ment, of the Air Force, 1968.

CONROY, CHARLES W. and HAROLD E. MEHRLNS. Naiigation and the Weather,
Maxwell AFB, Alabama: Civil Air Patrol.

LYON, THODURN C., Practical Air Napigation, Denver, Colorado. Jeppeson,
1972.
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Chapter

Navigation Aids

THIS CI:et:VIER II c erned with those navigation aids that
help the pilot/navigator to determine his position. Thispbsition
is then used aS the batiq fo" continue the D,R problem. You
will beCome fainiliar, with ,the' aids used Primarily for light,
aircOift flyingssUct: cti,VOR TACAN, VORTAC, APE, and II* .
You also are introduced to some of the navigation aids used
for 'military and large aircraft flying,la!tt as, ceJes.tio). radar,
LORAN; dapple!, and -inertial n.avigatiOn systems: LiPo,n Corn.
pletion of this chapter, you should : (I) understand theruses
bf VOR, VORTAts APF: And HS, (2) be familiar with thq uses
of celestial, 'rad LORAN, clappler, and inertial navigation
systems, and (4) un rstand haw the navigation aids corn-
bine with DR to solve he navigation problem.

Dead Reckoning (DR) is fundamental to navigation. Solving
ji the wind triangle and finding positions based on time, speed,
and direction are the foundations of navigation. Unfortunately,
DR is seldom exact. When solving the wind triangle problems,
we always started from a given point. The assumption is made
that the position of this point is known exactly or nearly so. DR
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always starts from a known position. The longer DR is used
from this known position, the less reliable it becomes. Individual
small errors can accumulate until the total error becomes dan-
gerously large.

A pilot/navigator employs various means to determine his actual
position in relation to the ground. When flying between 4,000 and
10,000 feet on a clear day, we can frequently identify our posi-
tion by using recognizable landmark's ox pilotage. When we identify
a position accurately while in flight, the identification is called a
fix. A fix serves as a new point of departure and cancels previous
errors in DR.

Obtaining a fix by pilotage is great as long as the weather is
clear or the flight is made at, an altitude low enough for you to
identify features on the ground. But when this is not the case,
we need other methods to obtain an accurate position. Another
important reason for understanding other methods OT navigation
is that backups are needed in the event that a beautiful VFR
day turns into a messy batch of clouds and bad weather. One
killer of light aircraft pilots is attempted VFR flying into IFR
weather. .

On the following pages, we cover the most widely used curreut
methods of navigation so that you can at least recognize the
methods as you begin to fly. Barely 40 years ago, w4 were
almost totally dependent on pilotage. Now, we use basic naviga-
tion concepts to navigate to the moon and beyond.

I
ADF

The automatic direction . finder (ADF) receives radio signals
from stations, such as radio beacons and commercial AM facili-
ties. ADF equipment indicates the direction of the station being
received in relation to the heading of the aircraft. In Figure 57,
we see our airplane flying north. The ADF indicates that a sta-
tion is located 35° (to the right) of our position. In Figure 58,
we have turned our aircraft 35°E and are heading directly to-
ward the station. When the ADF needle points to zero, the air-
plane is flying on course to the tuned station. -

The ADF is most often used for homing. The pilot tunes in
a desired stationind then flies directly to that station by keeping
the ADF indicating needle on zero. Homing keeps the nose of
the aircraft pointing toward the station. For , this reason, the
ADF has acquired the name Bird Dog.

When homing in a crosswind, the airplane will follow a curved
course. As the aircraft drifts downwind, the pointer will show that
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Station 0 Station@
,

Figure 57. ADF Station 35' Right

,c it is not heading directly to the station. Multiple, heading changes

need to be made to cross the station. When the aircraft passes
over the station, the pointer will swing from 000° to 180° (Fig

59).
Figure 60 shows how two kinds of stations used for ADF

navigation are depicted on a chart.* The radio station WRFS and

its frequency are listed next to its tower location. The Alexander

radio beacon is displayed by a group of dots with a circle center.

F

ADF'

Figure 58 ADF Station onittCutco.

N 01. t1( %N.. 1 \ D 1 IIRI AC

Today, the FAA expects all pilots to have a basic knowledge

of the very high frequency omnirange (VOR). VOR stations

comprise the most extensively used radio navigation system for

aircraft A VOR station operates in the very high frequency range

of 108 0 MegaHertz (MHz) to 117.9. MHz A VOR station trans-

mits radio beams in all directions. For this reason, it is sometimes

called omni, which is short for omni-directional. Figure 61 shows

how these radio beams, called radials, extend out from . the sta-

tion like spokes from.the hub of a wheel Each beam or radial

is identified by its magnetic direction from the station A pilot
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F.g.r, 60 Mop Portioyol of two ADF Stobons A Commerool AM Slot.on and o
Rothe Ntocon

..

navigating by VOR may fly to or from a station by following
the proper radial, reg. _Bess of his location

r\Df- transmissions are subject to weather disturbances, and
navigation by them is affected by wind and variation VOR sig-
nals, on, the other hand, are relatively free of weather dis-
turbance Drift correction and variation do not need to be used
because VOR radials provide their own continuous directional
guidance

rf9
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Fivre 61 VOR Radials allow for 360 Separate Course Selections

There are two components of the VOR in the cockpit, the
control panel and the indicator The control panel usually con-
tains a power switch, frequency selector knobs and indicator,
and a volume control Figure 62 shows a milit* control panel
There are many different makes, and it takes a minute or two to
become familiar with the controls of each

Figure 63 shows three components of the VOR indicator
Each of these gives the pilot information that he needs to navi-
gate by VOR signals The first cottponent. the course deviation
indicator (CDI), has a vertical needle that swings to the left or
right, showing where the aircraft is located in relation to the radial
selected on the second component. the course selector.

The TO-FROM indicator is the third component of the VOR
Indicator. This indicator tells the pilot whether the course selected
will take the airplane to the station or from the station

Using the VOR to fly to a VOR stltion is very simple First,
you find the frequency and identifier g the station. using either
a sectional chart or a special radio fact 'Ries chart that shows VORs.
VORTACs. TACANs. and some AD,Fs Next, you tune the VOR
receiver to the frequency printed op the chart and identify the
station by listening to the Morse 96de identifier or voice identi-
fication If you cannot positively identify a VOR station, then
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Figure 62 Military VOR Control Panel

Course and Glide Slope
Warning Flags

To-From Indicator 4

Marker Light

Selector Window

111 Heading Pointer

Glide Slope Indicator
(GSI)

Course Set Knob

Glide Slope Deviation Scale

Course Deviation

Indicator (CDI)

Course Deviation Scale

Nur 63 Court. Indicator
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do not use it for navigation purposes! After identifying the sta-
tion, turn the course selector until the TO-FROM indicator
shows TO, keep turning the course selector until the CDI is cen-
tered. You now have the magnetic course toward the station on
the course selector, turn the airplane until the compass and the
course selector 'are the same. If you keep the CDI centered, the
airplane will fly the selected course directly to the station. When
the TO-FROM indicator flips from TO to FROM, it is a posi-
tive indication that you have passed over the station.

The procedure to fly away from a VOR station is very similar.
After tuning the VOR station and identifying it, rotate the course
selector to the correct outbound bearing and center the CDI.
Make sure that the TO-FROM indicator shows FROM. Turn
the aircraft to the compass heading that corresponds to the
course indicated by the course selector. If the CDI shows that
the aircraft is either left or right of the course, small corrections
in heading will return the aircraft to the desired course.

Direction solves only a part of the navigation problem. If the
pilot knows his distance from the station in addition to the direc-
tion, his navigation can be accurate. For this reason, distance
measuring equipment was developed. Distance measuring equip-
ment (DME) continuously measures the slant distance of an air-
craft from a ground i)nit located at a known point. The ground
unit consists of a combined DME receiver and transmitter. The
ground-based system is called a transponder. Each aircraft
equipped with DME has a unit called an interrogator. The inter-
rogater emits a pulse (signal), which is received by the ground-
based transponder. The transponder then replies to the interro-
gator with a similar signal (Fig 64).

The aircraft's DME unit measures the elapsed time between
the transmission of the interrogator's signal and the reception of
the transponder's reply. This measurement, called the slant range,
is instantly converted into distance by the airborne unit. The dis-
tance in miles is automatically and continuously shown on ; dial
on the instrument panel.

When DME is used in combination with VOR, a pilot can tell
at a glance the direction to a tuned station and the distance to
or from it.

Tactical air navigation (TACAN) is a military system of radio-
electronic navigation that provides bearing information like VOR
and distance information like DME. The need for a common sys-
tem of bearing and distance information to both military and
civilian pilots has resulted in a combination of VOR/ DME and
TACAN. The combined system is *lied VORTAC.
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Figure 64. Distanco.Measuring Equipment.

/ If an aircraft is equipped with a pomplete TACAN unit, the .

aircraft can receive both directional guidance and distance infor-

mation from the VORTAC. Aircraft equipped with only VOR

may receive directional guidance. If it also has DME equipment,

'it will receive both directional guidance and distance information.

VORTAC stations now comprise the majority of the radio and

navigational aids in the United States.

Figure 65 shows how a VORTAC is displayed on a sec-

tional cha t. A VORTAC station symbol is shown in blue and is

surround by an azimuth symbol. This azimuth symbol iS ad-

justed or local variation; therefore, all that is needed to plot a

magnetic course is a straightedge. The pti 'cation data on the

VORTAC is found in a little "box tVin the azimuth symbol.

The data noted is the VOR frequen (108.8), the TACAN

channel. (CH 25), the identifying letters (TDG), and ,the Morse

code for these letters. If the station were only a VOR, there

would be no channel given.

There are other indications on our VOR course indicator Most

of these are concerned with the instrument landing system (ILS).
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Nur* 65. A VORTAC
Symbol Displayed on a Chart

The ILS is a system whereby pilots can land their aircraft wherethe visibility,is poor. The CDI and the glide slope indicator (GSI)receive signals from the ground and display them on the indicator,telling the pilot whether he is left or right of the runway Fnter-line. The GSI tells him whether he is high °Clow or whether hehas the right altitude or glide piaci, to make good his landingtouchdown point.
A series of beacons is used in conjunction with the 1LS systemto let the pilot know how far he is away from touchdown. Themarker beacon light flashes when the aircraft passes over twospecific positions on the ILS final approach to landing. The outermarker is located four to seven miles from the runway The mid-dle marker is located approximately 3,500 feet from the runwayand indicates to the pilot that, if he doesn't have the runway in
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A sight, he must go around and try another approach. In addition
to the flashing light a high-pitched squeal comes through the radio
to warn the pilpt when he reaches the middle marker. The ILS
is the primary landing approach used by the airlines.

CELESTIAL

You are a navigator in an Air Force B-52. Your mission today
is to fly undetected across the North Pole. There are no VORs,

VORTACs, or any other navigation aids around the North Pole.
If you turn your radar on, you can be detected. What do you do
under these conditions?

You urn to the primary fixing method used by the ancient
mariners celestial navigation, or navigation using the sun and
stars. When the ground is not visible and a position cannot be
established with other methods, when you are flying on long
overwater flights, Dr when ..ou are flying over uncharted rms.,
celestial navigation' is an excellent aid. It has worldwide utility- and

is extremely useful in polar regions where nothing else is available
Furthermore, this type of navigation is not subject to enemy de-

tection or jamming. .
Celestial observations serve two purposes. First, they, provide a

means of fixing an aircraft's position.. Second, they may serve as
direction-finding references to check the accuracy of compass head-

ings.
Celestial sightings must be taken with 'a special instrument, the

sextant. Before he can identify the stars to be used for a' celestial
fix, the navigator must go through a precomputation of the positiori
of the stars for the precise time when he will observe them with
the sextant. To do this, he must use the Air Almanac and celestial
tables for locating the position of the celestial body to be observed

After precomputation, the navigator observes or "shoots" with
his sextant one of the stars that he has seleverd. He shoots the
altitude of the celestial body Above the horizon. Using a DR posi-

tion as an assumed position, the navigator figures the difference
.between the altitude of the star computed from the assumed posi-
tion and the altitude observed with the sextant. This difference
indicates how far away the aircraft is flying from its assumed posi-

tion. From ,this, a celestial line of position (LOP) is plotted.

TO aircraft is known to be located somewhere along this line

At night, the navigator observes at least two other stars

through his sextant, repeating the procedures above. Three inter-
secting LOPs indicate the aircraft's actual Osition and give a fix
During the day when only the sun is available, we cannot get a
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fix unless we cross the sun LOP with an LOP from some other
aid, such as radio or LORAN.

RADAR

The term radar stands for radio detection and ranging. Radar
works on an echo principle. A high energy radio signal is trans-
mitted. The signal travels until it contacts an object, and then it is
reflected back to the radar antenna (Fig 66).,

The radar antenna relays this signal to a cathode ray tube
(CRT) of radarscope where it is displayed. The distance to the
target is determined by measuring the time required for the radar
signal to reach the target and return to the antenna. The radar
signal travels at the speed of light and makes the round trip in
microseconds (a microsecond is one millionth of a second).

There are now many uses for radar: catching speeders on the
highway, air-to-air intercepts for air defense aircraft, ships avoid-
ing other ships, weather stations in locating storm areas, etc.

For air navigation, there arp two primary uses of radar. First, air-
borne radar can be used to locate targets oil( the ground. By
using DR and referring back and forth between radar and die
*chart, you can determine the aircraft's position. Proficiency in in-

Avi...; VAX ....n..30.

Figure Etc. Radar Seams Reflect Differently from Various Types of Terrain.
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Figure 67. A tyftical Radar Scope Picture.

t rprcting a radarscope requires a great deal 'of practice. Figure
67 shows a typical radarscope picture.

The second navigational use of radar is made in air traffic
control., A radar located on the ground can keep aircraft flying
in the radar's area under surveillance and provide navigational as-
sistance.

Radar is also used to aid pilots m making approaches to air-
ports. The airport approach con '1 at most major airportS has
precision approllch radar (PAR) which gives very accurate range,
azimuth, and glide path info ation. PAR can be used to guide
the pilot and his aircraft the touchdown point 'without the
pilot-seeing the runway. /

Long-range navigation (LORAN) is used mainly by aircraft
flying over ocean outcs. Practically all ocean areas of the North-
ern Hemisphere re served by LORAN stations. Aircraft must
have a special ORAN receiver and special LORAN navigation
charts to use thi system.
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LORAN stations are operated _in pairs, each pair consisting of
a master station and a slave station. Figure 68 shows the master
station and the slave station sending out signals to the aircraft
flying between them. A pilot first tunes his LORAN receiver to
the desired pair of stations. The first signal received comes from
the master station. After a set delay, the slave station emits its
signal on the same frequency. Although the master signal is
always received first, 'the time interval between the reception of
the master signal and the reception of the slave signal varies
according to the position of the aircraft. The LORAN receiver
within the aircraft measures the time difference between the two
signals.

This tithe difference is constant at any one location, but there is
more than oft oint from which the same time difference may be
measured. A li drawn through all such points takes the shape of
a curved line c led ,a hyperbola. LORAN navigation charts include
a series of by rbolas that represent various time differences for
LORAN signal .

On his LORAN chart, the navigator locates the hyperbola for
the time difference measured by his LORAN receiver. Since this
curved line passes through all points for which this time .differ-
ence applies, the aircraft is located somewhe e along this line.

MASTER STATION
SLAVE STATION
CURVED TIME LINE" asoillmmelewww
AIRCRAFT POSITION

..... .

M11.=1.

/NA / \ / AV / \L//\ I /I \II
Figure 68. Long Rang Navigation System (LORAN)
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On the LORAN chart, the hyperbola that corresponds to this
time difference is. the LORAN line of position on which the air-
craft is located.

A second set of LORAN signals is received, and the time
difference for this set is determined by the receiver. This time
difference is also plotted on a LORAN hyperbola chart, and
another line of position can be established. The position of the
aircraft is then determined as the point where these two lines in-
tersect.

DOPPLER

Since man first fikw, he has searched for a way to determine
groundspeed and drift angle without aid from the ground. The
ideal system would solve the navigation problem any place in the
world and would not be susceptible to jamming, dependent on
ground transmissions, nor capable of use by the enemy for a
counterattack. The system would also need to be flexible enough
to track aircraft even though they make unplanned deviations from
the preflight course. Unlike celestial navigation, which can be
rendered useless in bad weather or 4lights below clouds, an ideal
sy'stem must also be capable of operating at any altitude or in any
weather. Such an ideal system is being approached by the Doppler
effect and inertial navigation.

Doppler is named after Christian Johan Doppler, a German
mathematician who discovered the principle of Doppler effect.
Doppler effect can be observed by listening to the whistle of a
passing train. As the train approaches, its whistle, as heard by a
stationary observer, has a fairly. steady pitch which is higher than
the true pitch. The speed of the approach is being added to the
speed of sound. As the train passes, the ptich drops 9yickly to a
frequency below the true pitch and remains at' thd.,,,lower fre-
quency as the train "moves away from the observer (Fig 69).
Now the travel speed is being subtracted from the speed of sound.

By using this principle of frequency shift and a computer, we
can measure the movement of an aircraft over the ground. The
Doppler set transmits four radar beams downward at such angles
that they outline the corners of a large rectangle beneath the air-
craft The Doppler effect shifts the frequency of the radar signals
reflected back to the aircraft in proportion to the movement of the
airplane The frequencies of the reflected signals are compared
with the frequency of original signals, and the difference is meas-
ured by the Doppler set The data that is obtained from each of
the four beams is then fed into a computer, and the computer

q. calculates the drift angle of the aircraft and its exact groundspeed
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The Doppler system constantly adjusts to changes in wind direc-
tion, aircraft attitude, and engine power, and itegives instantan-
eous indications of each. Presented to the pilot, navigator is such
information as constant present position, miles-to-go to destination,
and the extent to which the aircraft is off course. The computer
may also be connected to the automatic pilot in many aircraft
to keep the aircraft on course automatically.

INERTIA( N ati IG ATION .YrSPENI

The speed of present -day su rsonic aircraft and missiles re-
quires more sophisticated nav tional systems than those of the
past. The problem has been s ved by the development of a re-
liable, accurate inertial navigation system (INS). Inertial naviga-
tion uses measurement of .acceleration and is based, on Newton's
laws of motion. Although the ba'sic concept of inertial navigation.

.has been known for years, development was delayed because the
required precision parts could not be manufactured.

The INS is small .and versatile, and it can be designed for mis-
siles, fighters, or bombers. It is a self-contained unit requiring no .
ti

Figure 69, Dop plerEffect.
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external inputs other than operating power. For this reason, it
cannot be affected by electr ic countermeasures.

To use the inertial naliigatis'Y system, an accurate fix is found
through pilotage, celestial, or other means. When this accurate fix
or position has been set into the system, the inertial unit maintains
a correct read-out of the aircraft position dur. flight. The dis-
tance and direction flown is computed from i rmation provided
by a device,called an accelerometer.

The aCcelerometer is set into a stable platform, which is the
heart of the INS. With this gyro-stabilized platform, the INS is
not affected by aircraft maneuvers. The stable platform allows the
INS to use only those movements affecting navigation.

All infdrmation on aircraft movement is fed into a computer
that converts the information into present position coordinates,
groundspeed, distance, and heading from last fix, distance, and
heading to destination, arid wind 'components. In other words,
when the INS is working properly, it solves the DR problem for
you.

INS is now used not only by airplanes, ships, and submarines
but also by ICBMs and space rockets for navigation.

WORDS 4ND PHRASES TO RF\IEMBER

fix celestial navigation
ADF sextant
homing precomputation
Bird Dog Air Almanac
VOR assumed position
MHz LOP
omni radar
course deviation indicator (CDI) CRT
course selector radarscope
radio facilities chart microseconds
TO-FROM indicator PAR
DME LORAN
transponder master station
interrogator slave station
slant range hyperbola

4.CAN Doppler effect
'ORTAC INS
ILS accelerometer
GSI stable platform
outer marker
middle marker
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QC FSTIONS

1. Why do we need navigation aids other than DR and pilotage?

2. A new point of departure or a point that cancels previous DR errors is
called a

3. When you have a crosswind and you are homing on an ADF, you will
fly a (straight/curved) course.

4. VOR operates between frequencies MHz and
MHz.

5. A VOR radial is a direction (to/from) the station.

6. TACAN gives the same information as a VOR plus:
a. Magnetic bearings
b. Distance to the station
c. Distance from the station
d. b and c above

7. Explain how to plot a magnetic course from a VORTAC.

8. Name three things found in the identifying data of a VORTAC.

9. Name the three basic parts of the VOR indicator.

10. You have set 270 on your course selector and FROM is showing on the
TO-FROM indicator. What course must you fly to get to the station?

II. When the TO-FROM indicator flips from TO to FROM you are:
a. passing over the station
b. on the 090' radial
c. in a turn
d. on the 270' radial

12: When are the CDI and GSI used together?

13. What action should the pilot take if he does not see the runway by the
middle marker?

14. What are the two cockpit indicators that the airplane Is over the middle
marker?

15. What are the advantages of celestial navigation?

16. What are the two primary uses of celestial sightings?

17. The instruments and or books used in celestial navigation are
a. Air Almanac, LOPs, celestial tables
b. sextant, assumed position, celestial tables
c. Air Almanac, celestial tables, LOPs
d. Air Almanac, sextant, celestial tables

18. How is distance measured on radar?

19. The radar signal travels at the

20. What are the two navigation uses of radar?
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21. True or False. The advantage of LORAN is that it takes no special
equipment.

22. Doppler uses beams to measure the aircraft's movement
of the aircraft.
a. one
b. two
c. three t,
d. four

23. INS is based on laws of motion.

THINGS TO DO

1. Ask an Air Fdrce navigator to come to class and explain the practical
aspects of each of the navigation aids. Find out what are best for wartime
conditions and which work best in airline type flying.

2. There are many types of hand-held sextants. Some are used for ships,

f and there are others still in existence which were used by the Air

Force. Obtain one along with the Air Almanac and celestial tables.
Review AFM 51-40. which your unit has, and try to take some star
shots. If you can't find a sextant, try some precomputations using the

books.

3. Go -back to Chapter 2. Replan that mission using ADF, VOR, and
" VORTAC. Attempt to fly with an instrument pilot and have him show

you the use of ADF, VORTAC, and ILS.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READINGS'

US Air Force AFM 51-37, Instrument Flying, Washington, DC, Department
of the Air Force, 1971.

US Air Force AFM 51-40, Air Navigation, Vol 1, Washington, DC, Depart-
ment of the Air Force, 1968.

BRIDGES, KENNETH D., Bridges Aviation Studies, Seattle, Washington: Bridges
Aviation Studies, August 1972.

KERSHNER, Wtilum K., The Instrument Flight Manual, Second Edition,
Ames, Iowa: Iowa State 'University Press, 1792. (

LYON, THORuRN C., Practical Air Navigation, Denver, Colorado- Jeppeson,

1972.
SANDERSON, Aviation Fundamentals, Denver, Colorado- Sanderson, 1972.
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.1 Appendix A

THE PLOTTER

NOTE. A plotter and a navigation chart are helpful training aids for learning
material in this section.

THE PLOTTER is a small transparent instrument designed to draw
and measure lines in desired, directions on navigation charts. The
plotter is made of transparent plastic, therefore, you may read
through the plotter as you work. Since it is plastic, special care
should be taken to prevent breaking it or leaving it in a hot
area, such as an aircraft instrument panel where the heat can melt
or warp it.

The plotter has two basic components (Fig 70). It consists of a
semicircular protractor with a, straight edge attached to it. Di-
rection is measured with he protractor, and the straight edge is
used in drawing lines. , .

Two complete direction scales located on the outer edge of the
protractor are graduated in degrees. Inside these two scales are
two other scales labeled 150 to 210 and 330 to 030. The direc-
tion scales ace labeled every 10% Each smaller increment equals
one degree. 'The outer protractor is used for measuring direction
between 00(3° (360°) and 180°. The inner scale of the protrac-
tor is used for measuring between 180° and 360°.

Both the outer and inner scales increase in a counterclockwise
direction.. In Figure 71, the arrow points to ° Qn the
scale. (Do not write answers in book).

" 4
The difference' in the readings on the inner and outer scales is

180°. For 1,nttaucg, 080° on the outer scale is next to 260°
on the hind scat . This difference of 180° exists for every point
on the two scales. Is) Figure 72, the reading at arrow A is
_____, and the readitig at arrow B is 1

1

0 a Lambert chart, the meridians converge tward the poles.
For his reason, a Thumb line and a great circle course have ap-
pro ately the same direction at the `'mid-meristan of the pro-
pose flight path. Since it is easier to fly one leading along a
plan d route, the course direction should be measured at the
mid- eridian (mid-longitude).*

Th first step in measuring the course and distance to be flown
is to plot the departure and destination points on the chart. Drawf.

'lid
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the course line between these two poi/Its. If they are close to-
gether, the straight edge of the plotter can be used. If they are
far apart, two plotters or a plotter and some other straight edge
can be used together.

After the course line has been plotted, the next step is to de-
termine its direction. Place the plotter on the course line so that
the small hole in the center is located over the mid-meridian
(Fig 73).
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Figure 71. 198° Inner.

The course direction is the angle between the vertical line on a
meridian and the course line. This angle is measured by placing
the meridian under the hole and aligning the base of the plotter
parallel to the course line.

A

Figure 72 As= D38' 6 = 218'
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Figure 73. To Measure True Course.

*
A course line has two possible directions. the correct one and

the opposite or reciprocal. For example, if you go due east, your
direction is 090'. If a line is drawn from where you are toward
the east, it has a direction of 090°, but the line also could be
measured the reciprocal of 090', which is 270" or due west: The
error of plotting and measuring reciprocals is, unfortunately, all too
common, and such mistakes have resulted in serious trouble for
many pilots and navigators.

Just as the course line has two possible directions, 4ii does the
protractor on the plotter. Small arrows are found on most plotters
near the 90"-270' marks to minimize the possibility of reading the
wrong scale. The best method to avoid measuring reciprocals is

to remember that, for courses plotted in an easterly direction, you
must read the inner scale.

If the meridian is not long enough to measure the direction,
manipulate the plotter so that one of the distance scales is super-
imposed on the course line with the center hole still on the mid-
meridian (Fig 74).

For a line that runs nearly north or south, it is difficult to align
the hole in the plotter with a meridian. In this case, the easiest
solution is to use a parallel of latitude as a reference instead of
a meridian. To do this, you use the auxiliary scales located under
the regular direction scales on your plotter. The auxiliary scales
have a 60" range. which is divided 30' on each side of 000- or
180°.

Like the regular measuring scales, the auxiliary scales increase
counterclockwise. The outer auxiliary scale starts at 150' and in-
creases to 210°. The inner auxiliary scale starts at 330" and

112
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runs through 000b to 030°. If you want to measure the direc-
tion of a course IMe located near 180°, or south, you use the outer
auxiliary scale, When measuring ,a course line near 000", of north,
you use the inner auxiliary scale. When measuring directills near
L80° or 900°, Aide the plotter until the center hole of the pro-
tractor is located over a parallel of latitude. Read the direction*
on the appropriate auxiliary scale as shown in Figure 75.

If you an
h ing this

ubls.

Figure 74 Alternate Methods of Plotting Courses when Morichan is too Short
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3. Read Tc on,
abbreviated se.a

r.

. Align straight edge
with TC'line.

Figure 75. To Measure True Course Near 180° ar 360°.
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Figur, 76. To Draw aCourso Lint

To draw a course line in a given direction from a known point,
place your pencil point and straight edge on a known point. Then
slide and pivot the plotter around the pencil point until the center
hole and desired direction are aligned along the same meridian.
After you have aligned your plotter, draw the course line along
the straight edge with your pencil (Fig 76).

Most plotters also have scales for measuring distances. These
scales vary according to the type' of plotter. Some use statute
miles, others nautical miles. Some have distances marked of for
charts with 1.500,000 scales. Some have distances for charts with
1.1,000,000 scales, other plotters have scales for both. Befor,e us-
ing the plotter to measure distances, be sure that you are ,using
the correct scale.

On the Lambert Conformal Chart, one minute of latitude equals
one nautical mile. Any part of a meridian graduated in 'minutes
of latitude can .be used to measure distance. Measure the length
of the course line n the chart, lay it next to the graduated merid-
ian, and count the huthber of minutes of latitude.' This number
equals the total nautical miles.'

Every chart has a scale of both nautical and statute milts. This
scale can also be used to measure the distance of the course line.

115///
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Appendix B

THE DEAD RECKONING COMPUTER

,No-rE. To attain maximum benefit from this set.tion, you should use a dead
reckoning computer. ,

THERE ARE two components of the navigation computer, and these
are placed back-to-back. One side is a circular slide rule that can
be used for arithmetic problems and is used in flying to figule

. time, distance, and other problems. On the other side, the vec-
tors of the wind triangle can be displayed.

SLIDE RULE FACE

The slide rule (Fig 77) consists 'of two circular scales, 'one a
stationary scale (the Miles Scale), the other a rotating scale (the
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Figur. 77. Slid. Rule Fan of th. Nod Reckoning Computer.
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Minutes Scale). Each scale has a reference mark, the W called
the "Index". The rotating scale also has a black arrowhead at the
sixty-minute or one-hour point, which is known as the "Speed
Index". Graduations of both scales are identical. The graduations
are numbered from 10 to 100, and the unit intervals decrease
in size as the numbers increase in size. Not all unit intervals are
numbered, and the first element of skill in using the computer is
the ability to.read the numbeh.

Unit intervals that are numbered present no difficUlty. The
Primary problem lies in determining the correct values for the
many small lines located between numbered intervals. There are
no numbers, for example, between 25 and 30, but it should be
obvious that the larger intermediate divisions, are 26, 27, 28, and
29. Between 25 and (unnumbered). 26 there are five smaller
divisions, each of which is .2 of the larger unit. If you .go back to
the numbered units 10 and 11, you will find that the interval
between the two numbers is divided into 10 smaller divisions.
Each of these would be .1 of the larger unit, and the longer mark
at the center would indicate the .5 value. Practice in reading the
numbers.will give you the required skill.

to find a number, such as 278, first find the 27 (fdr 270);
then find ttic 28 (for 280), and then locate the fourth intermediate
division (for 278). Each division has two units. For a number,
such as 27812,, the point

also
chosen for 278 would be used.

This same point would also be used fcir 27.8, 2.78, etc. Placing
the decimal point is done largely by using common sense.

The slide rule face of the dead reckoning computer. is so con-
structed that any relatiorishlp between two numbers, one on the
stationary scale and one on the movable scale, will hold true for
all other numbers on the two scales. If the two 1 Os are placed
opposite each other, all other numbers will be identical around
the whole circle: It 20 on the inner scale is placed opposite 10
on the outer scale, all numbers on the inner scale will be double
those on the outer scale. If 12 on the outer scale is placed oppo-
iste 16 on the inner scale, all numbers will have *a three-to-four
relationship. This feature of the slide rule permits you to supply
the fourth number of any mathematical proportion. The sim-
plest and most useful application of this feature of the computer
is the solution of time, speed, and distance problems.

Time Speed, and Distance. A plane 'has traveled 24 nautical mile
miles (nm) in 8 minutes. How many minutes will be required `to
travel 150 nm? The answer is the missing number in a simple pro-
portion:

24 150

8 = ?

.
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In this form, the proportion may be set on the computer ex-
actly as it appears, with 24 on the outer Miles Scale opposite
8 on the inner Minutes Scale. You now can read the number
opposite 150 nm and find it to be 50 minutes. You can also read
the rate of speed opposite the arrowhead "speed indent'. In this
case, the rate is 180 nautical miles per hotn. or 180 knot.4. In
addition to the Mindites Scale, an inner Hours. Scale is used, for
reading times in excess of one hour. For instance, under 24
on the inner scale is 4:00 or 4 hours.

Using this basic proportion principle, you can solve many types
of- flying and math problems.

Math* Problems. The key to solving math problems on the computer
is the unit index, which is the 10 (or 1.00, 100, 1000). The
unit index is marked by a black box on both the rotating inner
and fixed outer scales.

To multiply, rotate the inner scale until the unit index is op-
posite one of the numbers on the outer scale. Opposite the other
number on the inner scale, read thp answer (product) on the
outer scale. For example, if We wanted to multiply 36 times 15,
we would place the unit index under 36 on the outer scale.
Read the answer (540) on the outer scale opposite the 15 on
the inner scale. Work the following.. problems and check your

' products against the answer sheet ar the end of the Appendix.
Do not write your answers in the book. Multiply a by b.

1.

2.
3.

a

210
375

26

b

10
12
26

Product

4., 52.5 90
5.
6.

0 106
215

10.5
110

7. 19.6 12
8. .084 41
9. .32 4.2

10. 2.1 156

To divide, the multiplication process is reversed. The dividend
(number to be divided) is placed above the divisor on the inner
scale. The answer is read on the outer scale opposite the unit
index. For example, if we wanted to divide 2700 by 25, we would
place 25 under 27 (2700) and read the answer (108) on the
outer scale over the unit index. Work the following problems and
check your quotients against the answer sheet at the end of the
Appendix. Do not write your answers in the book. Divide a by b.
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1.
2.
3.

/ a

241
. 170

27.8

b Quotient

10
15

8
4. 525 25
5. 4380 219
6. 1-550 310
7. 57 14.8
8. 341 98
9. 100 24.3

10; - 220 19
ar

Time, Speed, and Distance. Suppose you are flying in a light air-
plane, and you have traveled 36 nautical miles in 12 minutes,
how fast are you going? This is. one typical problem that can be
solved with your computer. This problem and many others can
be solved in a few seconds using one hand. Therefore,-you can
work problems and fly the airplane at the_ same time.

In the problem above, you set the 36 on the Miles Scale over
the 12 on the Minutes Scale and read your ground speed oppo-

:site the black arrowed speed index. In this example, you are fly-
ing 180 knoti. ,

Using this same example, suppose that you have 210 nm to go.
How long will it take you, assuming that you will fly the same
groundspeed? Leave the speed index under 180, read. the time
that it will take you to travel the 210 nm opposite 21 on the miles
index. TheAnswer is 70 minutes or 1. hour and 10 minutes.

Another problem common to almost all flights is determining
the distance traveled, at a given speed after a given amount of
time.,For example, how far would you go in 36 minutes at 167
knot!? Set 167 (one-half the distance between 166 and 168)
over the speed index and read the distance over 36 on the Min-
utes Scale. You find that you would travel 100 nm. Fmd the
missing quantities, check your answers against the answer sheet in
the Appendix. Do not write your answers in the 'text.

4
Time Speed Distance

1. 145k 128nm
2. 1:17 150k nm
3. 164k 197nm
4. :33 k 78nm

'c 5. :36 139k nm
6. :18 k 47nm
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Time
,

Speed Distance

7. 132k 203nm
8. 1:18 k 194nm
9. :47 147k nm

10. 1:34 k 412nm

Fuel Consumption. Another important use of the computer is the
solution of problems concerned with fuel consumption. It gets
lonely and mighty quiet when you run out of fuel at 3,000 feet,
20 miles short of your destination.

Problems in fuel consumption are solved in the same manner
as speed problems, except that the rate is expressed as gallons per
hour (gph) instead of miles per hour. Therefore, gallons, like
miles, are read on the outer scale. The arrow is again used as the
rate index.

You *e one hour from your destination, and you are burning
85 gallons per hour (gph) with 150 gallons remaining. Do you
have enough fuel to make it? The first step is set the speed index
(black arrow) Co the rate of consumption (85 gph). Under the
fuel available (150 gallons) on the Miles Scale, read the time of
flight on the hours scale (1.46). In our problem, we have 1 hour
and 46 minutes of fuel with one hour to fly. We would reach
our destination with 46 minutes of fuel in reserve.

In another case, assume that you have flown 1 hour and 28
minutes and have burned 135 gallons of fuel. What is your rate
of fuel consumption? Under the total fuel consumed (135 gas),
set the time (1:28) on the inner scale. Read the rate of con-
sumption (92 gph) on the outer scale opposite the arrow.

Another important aspect of preflight planning is calculating the
total fuel required for the flight. Let's assume that you are fisring
a flight that will last 2 hours and 10 minutes, and your aircraft
burns 85 gph. How much fuel is required for your flight? Set the
arrow at the rate of consumption Z85 gph) on the outer scale.
Over the time (2:10) on the inner hour scale, read the total
fuel required on the outer scale (184.5 gals). Find the missing
quantities; check your answers against the answer sheet at the end
of the Appendix. Do not write your answers in the book.

Time Rate
(gph)

Fuel
(gals)

1. :35
* .4.0

17
2. 113
3. 23 C 73
4. 1:10 35

1

rei

a
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Time

2:16
2:17
1:56
:48

3:24

Rate
(OP)

55

4-3.

.31 -

1-15

Fuel
(gals)

238
77

,28

Statute Miles, Nautical Miles, and Kilometers Conversion. Most
navigational calculations use nautical miles and knots. In light
plane flying, work is sometimes done in statute miles and miles
per hour (mph). There is a move in this country to convert to
kilometers in the metric system. The slide rule face of the dead
reckoning computer provides a way for converting distance meas-
ures from one system into the other. This can be done by using
the NAUT, STAT, and Km markings on the outer scale. To con-
vert 220 nm to statute miles or kilometers, place 220 under the
NAUT arrow and read the statute mile conversion under STAT
(254) and the kilometer conversion under Km (406). Read the
answers on the inner scale. Conversions of any of the other units
are made in the same way. The known number is placed under
the arrow for the unit in which that figure was expressed, and 'the
unknown quantity is read under the appropriate arrow. Find
the Missing quantities check your, answers against the answbr
sheet at the end of the Appendix. Please do not write your
answers in the book.

1.

Nautical
Miles

160

Statute
Miles

KiloMeters

2. 240
3. 35
4. 15
5. 8.5
6. ...... 24
7. 47
8. 85
9. 92

10. 60

As you progress to more complicated instrument naviga-
tion and flying, you will learn other uses of the computer. Pilots
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often find it necessary to .know how long it will take them to fly
a very short distance, and they will usually want to know the
time in seconds. The SEC (seconds) index on the DR com-
puter gives a quick conversion. A small arrow has been placed
on the Minutes or Inner scale at 36. This represents 3600 sec-
onds or the equivalent of one hour. When this index is placed
opposite a known groundspeed, the time to fly a given distance
may then be read on the Minutes Scale under the distance to fly.
The time will be shown in seconds. .,

The airspeed indicator is constructed to operate accurately under
standard atmospheric conditions, (a pressure of 29.92 inches of
mercury and a temperature of 15°C). In flight, these exact con-
ditions will rarely be found. Therefore, the pilot will need to cor-
rect the readings of his airspeed indicator for pressure and tem-
perature variations to .find his true airspeed. The slide rule face
of the dead' Reckoning computer has a special scale that will en-
able him to make the necessary corrections, it is labeled FOR
AIRSPEED AND DENSITY ALTITUDE COMPUTATIONS.

We will not discuss the Mechanics of calculating this correction
'here, but this should be learned before taking the FAA Private
Pilot's Exam. The method is explained in AFM 51-40.

You can find altimeter corrections using the FOR ALTITUDE
computations window. Density, altitude, and drift correction to par-
allel course can also be found. Many of these problems are being
solved with modern instruments in new aircraft. Before flying, you
should determine the corrections that you need and review .the
procedures for computing them.

WIND FACE

The wind face Of the computer (Fig 78) is used to plot the
wind triangle. Before attempting to use this part of the computer,
you should be thoroughly familiar with the wind triangle problem.

The wind face has two parts, a circular disc and a slide. The
circular plotting disc contains a compass rose and a clear plastic
plotting disc with a small circle in tRe center called the grommet.
The slide has airspeeds calibrated on both sides. One side is used
primarily for lower airspeeds ranging from 0 to 270 knots. The
other side is used foi speeds up to 800 knots. Both sides of the
slide are marked off on either side of the speed lines in degrees

'of drift.
The wind face of the computer can be used tp compute any

component of the wind triangle. In your preflight planning, you
measured true course on your chart, and you obtained wind at the
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altitude that you plan to fly from the weather station. You know
the best true airspeed from previous experience and aircraft man-
uals. Therefore, you have the following parts of the wind triangle.

True 'ourse (TC)
Wind direction and speed (W/V)
True airspeed (TAS)

Yon, need to find true heading (TH) that needs to be flown to
make good your TC and the groundspeed (GS) to be able to
figure how long it will take you to reach your destination.

VIM INDEX

Miff
SCALE

COMPASS POSE
war TRAP OMENT
CI3CUUMIL ?LATE,

CENTER
UNE

TRACK ON DRIFT
LINES

SPEED .ctitcms

3. spin OR CARO

4

figure 78. Wind Fat* of rho Dead Rodkoning Compute
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Let's assume that you have found for your flight today the fol-
lowing information:

Wind Direction - 240°
.,

Wind Speed - 30 Knots
True Course . - 195°
True Airspeed - 180 Knots1

You need to find on your computer:

True Heading

Ground Speed

The following is the sequence to follow in solving this probem.

a. Set wind direction (240°) under the TRUE INDEX.

b. Draw wind vector up from center of disk to the proper
length for 30 knots.

c. Rotate the ?azimuth until the TC (195°) is directly under
the TRUE INDEX.

d. NowontiBe she grid through 'the computer until the end of
the wind vector rests on the TAS (180k).

e. Note the wind correction angle (7°R). Each graduation right
or left of the center line is equal to 1°. Under 150k, the grad-
uations equal 2°.

f. Remember that a right wind correction is applied to a left
drift and a left correction to a right drift. We subtract for left
wind correction and add for right drift correction. We are reading
drift correction angle off the computer. In our example, we have
71. drift correction; therefore, we add 7° to our TC to attain
our TH. TH in our problem equals 202°.

g. The GS can be read directly off the computer. The number
underneath the grommet equals the GS. The GS in our example
is 158k.

With this information, you know that, to make good your TC
of 195°, you must hold a TH of 2,02°. You also know that your
speed over thd ground will be 158k. By taking this speed and
setting it on the slide rule face opposite the distance to be flown,
you can find how long it will take.

v25
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Exercise. Solve the following problems, check your answers against
the answer sheet at the end of the Appendix.

Wind
Direction

Wind
Speed

True
Course

True True
Air- Head- Ground-

speed ing . Speed

1. 148° 32 080° 170
2. 300° 18 010° 130
3. 015° 26 160° 190
4. 225° 15 275q 140
5. 480° -. 35 050° 200
6. 017-8° 30 190! 175
7. 110° 38 028° -300
8. 045° 25 292° 165
9. 060° 35 130° 180

10. 310° 36 206° 145
.

You may use the wind face side of the computer to solve Iter
unknown components of the wind Wangle. FOr example, you may
find TC and GS or TH and TAS with the wind face if you have
the other data. Wind direction and wind speed can also be found.

ANSWERS TO EXERCISE PROBLEMS

MATH PROBLEMS TIME, SPEED, AND DISTANCE, pages 120-21

'IPAODUCTS . . . page 119

1. 2100 1. :54
2. 4500 2. 192nm
3. 676 3. 1:12
4. 4725 OD 4. 142k
5. 1113 5. 82nm
6. 2365 0 6. 156k
7. 235.2 7. 1:321/2

8. 3.444 8. 149k
9. 1.344 9. 115nm

10. 327.6 10. 262k

QUOTENT Page 120 FUEL CONSUMPTION, page 121-22

1. 24.1 ' 1. 29.2gph
2,...--1-1133 2. ,2:50
3. 3.475 3. :19
4. 21 4. 30gph
5. 20 5. :26
6. 5 6. 34gph
7. 38.5 7. 98
8. 3.48 8. 60
9. 4.12 - . 9. 35gph

10. 11.58 10. 51

I



APPENDIX B

STATUTE MILES, NAUTICAL MILES, AND KILOMETERS, page 122

Nautical Statute Kilometers

1. 160 182 296
2. 208 240 335
3. 18.85 21.8 35
4. 13 15 24.1
5. 8.5 9.8 15.63
6, 20.8 .24 38.5
7. 25.45 29.25 47
8. 74 85 1.36

9. 92 106 170
10. 52 60 96

WIND FACE, page 126

TH GS
w.

1. 0901/2 155
2. . 002 123
3. 156 . 7011
4. 220 130
5. 058 221 41,

6. 181 185
7. 036 293
8. 3001/2 172
9. 1191/2 165

10. 221 148

tf."8



INDEX

A

absolute altitude: 66
accelerometen 105
ADP: see automatic direction finder
aeronautical symbols: 13-14
AIM: see Airman: information Manual
Air Almanac: 99
air vector: 85 ,
Airman: Inforgiation Manual (AIM): 17
Airplane Flight Manual: 62

, p* 61al
airspeed indicator: 59-60, 123
alert areas: 16
alternate route: 21
altimeter: 59-60, 64-66
altimeter setting: 22, 646
altitude: 64-66 E

altitude separation: 22-23
' aneroid borometerr64'

aro 30
atsumed position:
attitua.e indicator: 60
automatic direction (AbF):

92-93
auxiliary scales: 112-113
azimuthal projections: 41

904

B

Bird Dog: 90

C

calibrated aIrspeedi'di
cartographers:* 41
cathode ray tube (CRT): 100
CDI: see coarse dri ion indicator
celestial navigatidT 99
charts: 9
CH: see compais heading
dock: 39-61,
compass: 40; 67
compasyiard: 67, 69
comppfs heading (C114: 67, 70
cornIpass rose: 33
ttimpass swing: 69

04/':.computer: 1,17-118, 123-124
component vector: 83-44

co

ch,t4cr: 48

ti

con
jedion: 48

ea ion: 51-52
contour:
control tower frequencies: 16
course: 34

132

course deviation indicator (COI): 94-95
course selector: 94
CRT: see cathode ray tube
cultural features: 6

4

Daylight Saving Time: 37-38
dead reckoning (DR): 75-76, 89-90
dead reckoning computer: see computer
degrees: 32
density altitude: 67
departure: 19
destination: 19
developable surface: 42L43
deviation: 69.
direction: 3, 5, 34, 54
distance: 5, 34, 54, 115
distance measuring equipment (DME): 96
distortion: 42, 44
DME: see distance Measuring equipment
Doppler: 103-104
Doppler effect: 103-104
DR: see dead Erkoning
drift: 80
drift correction: 11
drift correction angle: 81

E

East is Least and West is Best: 70
Eastern Hemisphere: 22, 32
estimated time of arrival (ETA): 38
ETA:* se* estimated time of arrival
equaton 30, 37
ExamOGrams: 21

F

fix: 90
fixing aids: 76
flight plani: 18
flight service station (FSS): 18
FS$: see flight srvice station

G

gallons per hour (gph): 1'21

geometric projection: 42
glide slope indicator (CM: 98
GMT: see Greenwich Mean Time
gnomonic charts: 47
gnomonic projection: 46-47
gph: see gallons per hour

129



1.

graticule: 42
great circle: 30, 36, 52
great drcle Courses 54, 109
great circle route: 54
GreenWich Mean Time: (GMT): 38
Green Wich Meridian: 31
ground vector: 85
groundspied (GS): 61, 76, 123
GS see ground speed
GSir see glide slope indicator
gyrocompass: 67, 71

H

heading: 35, 71
Hipparchus: 41
homing: 90, 92
hours scale: 119
hydrographic features: 7
hyperbola, 102

1

.IFR: see instrument flight rules
index: 118
ILS: see instrument landing system
Indicated airspeed: 62
indicated altialde:.66
inertial navigation system (INS): 104
INS: see inertial navigation system .

instrument,flight rules (IFR): 18
instrument landing system (ILS): 97-98
Interrogator: 96
isogonic lines: 68-69

J

jet navigation charts: 10-11

kilometer (km): 34
kms is kilometer
knots: 34
known pOsition: 3

K

r

L

Lambert Conformal Chart: 53-54, 104
landmark flying: 10
large scale: 10
latitude: 31-33
legend: 5
line of position (LOP): 99
linear feature: 21

....

:r.

s ..,.
long range navigation (LORAN): 101-103,'A
longitude: 31, 33, 37 . '-,ii
LOP: see line of position
LORAN: see long range navigation
lost procedures: 24-26
Low Altitude Warning Symbol: 64
lubber line: 67

M.
. .,

magnetic compass: 67-68
magnetic heading (MN): 67, 70
magnetic north: 68 '
magnetic variation: 69
maps: 9
master station: 102
mean sea- level (MSL): 67
Mega Hertz (MHz): 91
Mercator chart: 51, 54
Mercator projection: 4S, 50-52
meridians of longitude 31
MN: see magnetic heading
MHz: see Mega Hertz-
microseconds: 100
midmeridian: 109
middle marken 98
miles scale: 117, 119'
minutes of arc: 33-34
minutes of latitude: 34, 115
minutes scale: 118-119
MSL see mean sea level

N
. N

nautical mile: 34
navigation computers see computer
needle, ball, and airspeed: 60
Northern Hemisphere: 31
NOTAMS: see Notices to, Airmen
Notices to Airmen (NOTAMS): 17

0
obsolete charts: 12
omni: 91
operational navigational charts: 10-11

orthographic projections: 41
outer marker: 98
owner's manual: 62

....4

i

+.

r. P

PAR: see precision approach radar
parallels of latitude: 31
Rara 1101 of tangency: 45, 49, 51-52

130'133
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s
i

pilot weather reports ( PIREPS): 18
pilotage: 17
PIREPS: see pilot weather reports
pitot tube: 61.,
plotter: 109, 111, e 13-115
point of projection: 46
paint of tangency: 44-45,52 -
polar projections: 46
polar stereographic chart: 47
polar stereographic prOjection: 47, 49

,position: 1, 4, 19
precision approach radar (PAR): 101
preflight planning: 4
pressure altitude: 67
prime meridian: 31

.. problems:
airspeed: 125
altitude:
conversion: 122
distance: 118, 120
fuel consumption: 121-122
heading: 125-126
math: 119-120
spied: 118, 120, 124-126
time: 118, 120-121
wind computation: 125-126

a prohibited areas: 16
projection: 42-44

R

radar: 100
radar scope. 100-101
radials: 91
radio facilities child: 94
reciprocal: 112
relief features: 6, 13
restricted areas: 16
resultant vector: 13-84

thomb line: 36, 51%52, 54, 109 '

s.

scale: 10
secant cone: 53'
seconds of arc: 33
sectional charts: 10, 12, 17, 20
sextant: 99
slant IAN 96
slave station: 102
slideruk: see computer
small circles: 30 .
small scale: 10
Southern Hemisphere: 31
special notices: 16
speeds 44

S

''.

speed index: 11e-119
stable platform: 105
standard paralleh.44, 51-53
standard sea level conditions: 63
statute miles: 34
stereographic projections: 42, 46

T

TACAN: see tactical air navigation
tactical air navigation (TACAN). 96-97
TAS: see true airspeed
TC: see true course
ten mile increments: 19
TH: see true heading
time: 4-5
ToFrom indicators 96
TR: see track
transponder: 96
track (TR): 35, 79-80
true airspeed (TAS): 63, 76, 78, 124
true altitude: 67
true course ITC): 76, 79-81, 124
true heading (TH): 67-68, 76, 78, 80-81,

124
turn and bank indicator: 60

TJ

undevelopable surface: 42

V

VAR: see variation
variation (VAR); 69
vectors: 71k, 84 r
velocity: 78
verY higholrequincy. omnirange (VOR):
. 91, 95

VFR: lee visual flight rules
VFR Pilot Exam-OGrams: 21
visual flight rules (VFR): 18
VOR: see very high Wreak:mtg. dmnirimp
VORTAC: 96-97

W
---

warning areas: 16
Western Hemisphere: 22, 32
wind: 76, 78
wind direction: 76
wind face: 123-124*
wind triangle: 8213, 85784, f23
wind vector:' il5 ........---"--.a

134
31*
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wind velocity: 76-77, 79 ,
W/V: 77, $5, 124

V

I

X

Y

is
1

t

135

132

'11.5.,Govemment Pdnting Office: 104-744453
a

Z: see Zulu time

Zone Time: 37 a

Zulu Tim; (Z): 38

fi

4,

Z

t

Y

V


